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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
A first birthday has just passed by at the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center at Wittenberg College, It is appropriate that a part of
such an anniversary celebration be an appraisal of the -work the
§
organization has done and, on the basis of the appraisal, a determination
made of new year’s resolutions it can plan and carry out for the future.
If the service is to maintain its place at Wittenberg College, it needs
to ascertain its value to the college, to the immediate community, and to
the five counties it is serving.
This is in line with recognition from other similar centers that
it is high time for an evaluation of their services, A follow-up study at
the College of the City of New York says:
“A nuiAber of Guidance Centers established by colleges to render
vocational and educational guidance to veterans referred by
Veterans Administration have now been in operation for more
than a year. From the very beginning the need for research
and follow-up studies has. been stressed by both colleges and
Veterans Administration."^
The clients who have passed through the Wittenberg Guidance Center
during its first year of operation eire those who have benefited by its
services. It seems appropriate and necessary that they should be the ones
called upon to assist in the appraisal of the services rendered and to
make possible suggestions as to the improvement of the Center as a service
for fellow veterans#
^Long, Louis and Hill, John, "A Follovi^-up Study of Veterans
Receiving Vocational Advisement," Journal of Consulting Psychology,
Vol. XI, No. 2 (Maroh-April, 1947), p. BtJ.
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*io diiiq a daiiJ bJaiiqo'iqqa ax il .o^elXcO 3'i©cfa©d^lVv' •x®dx:©0 oofixijxuO
oild^ >[nw orJi lo Iseiuiqqja no ©cT ao.t&a'xcfblbo '{'uee'ievijunb aa dcuB
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no! 3 a^^Ia.'todob a ,LoaIaiqqj& ©ild" Ito aiaxjd' orfd ito ©not) aori AoidasioasTo
.©lod-wli ofld -xol d-uo bsxa aoXq xujo anoicfx/Xoe©'i a’naox vfoa lo ebjam
Bbeaa di ^egsIXoO S'ledned^iV; d-a 9©alq ad-i ifMsdxxlam od si aoiv^ea odd JI
od bCB t\^d jtmivflKoo odaiJosjuuix ©xid od" tegolloo odd od eulav sdi aiad'i&oea od
.jRrxT-ioa ax di oeidavoo evil odd
darid aiedneo 'iaJl.f.xrtia lexfd’c aroi'i jaoidia-^oco'i'ddbn sniX xxi ax ax4T
da \buds qu-yroJUoJ A .3®oxvx&b ixoxid- lo xioidax/JL-iV© aa '„ol Oi:±d aX d-X
c
^
ilioY vretf lo ^d-XC ©iLd lo egoIXoO esld
’iQbaoi od aegellco t-sdaildad-e© atodrieD eojofioXxiD lo todiaiia A"
Yd Xe-iiolQi axcated-ev od ©onjebXua Xj^oxd£ox/be biia Xanoidaocv
&io>u iol xtoxd’a'xfeqo cti ii68d vroa ©vari rrcxd’aidaXaxirbA saatodoY
do'iasaei iol boon end ^a/xxnXged yisTr odd reel’s
.
.iody -®
OILS aegeIXoo ddod \<i beaeoida a6sd aari soibeds qy->ToIIol baa
^".xxoXdaidT.xaXicbA eooied’oV
/
ledxiaO eoisabloO 3i£'dxj8ddxT7 odd d^uoixil- baaaaq evBd odw adrtoxJo odT
adx Y<X bedilonad ovad orfvr ©coxid ©la noxdsieqo lo 'XOoy daixl sdi ^iiub
J
6oao odd ed bXxioiia yend dorid y,*U888©o©fi bn© edBiiqoiqqja aiaeos dl .adoxviwa
od I>nj3 boiabroi a^oiviea end lo la.siaiqqa exid aX deieaa od aoqu boilao
ooivieE a 3JJ lodxtoO odd lo daotTOiroiqxflX odd od sa saobdeeggna eldXaaoq ejJua
.'.rij
anai^dsY lo qtx-r^oXXo'S J’ ,rulob «XXXH bna eXwoJ »giioJ-^
»Y3oXodOYsl ;yr XdXjiBnoO lo XamnoXi ” tdxtoffloaxvJbA XonoldflooV gflXvXbOof!
.
:f ,(VAei iIXiqA-douBli) S .oK ,IX ,Io?
2Limitations of the Study
This study is an atten^t, by an analysis of recorded case data and
questionnaire responses, to determine to what extent some of the veteran-
attendants of Wittenberg College have been assisted in the solution of
their various problems, and vtnder present conditions what suggestions
might be made to improve its services for possible retuniing counselees
or, to a larger extent, those fellow veterans who might visit the Center
in the future. The following questions serve to delimit the problem;
1. What does the Guidance Center set as objectives, either expressed
or implied?
2. Who are the clients to be questioned and how do they fit into the
total picture of all those counseled?
3. How did these veteran-counselees happen to visit the Center?
4. ^ve the clients been helped in fonnulating their plans for
continued training?
5. Was the counseling, as given, beneficial in their opinion?
6. What suggestions have they to offer for the improvement of the
service?
7. Is the Veterans Administration Guidance Center meeting its
objectives in respect to its Wittenberg College students?
The study is limiting itself to consideration of only the veterans
the Center has handled who are, or were in the immediate past, in
attendance at Wittenberg College. Insofar as the case records of these
veterans are kept on file at the Guideince Center, these records have been
analyzed. A questionnaire has been sent to a selected group of these
clients. Subjects chosen for the questionnaire fell into two groups:
those who had undergone the services of the Center more than six months
ago, and those yAio have received counseling within the past two months.
a©ri^ lo anold-©i.tDti:J
blip ©e©o beb’ioo&’t lo 81 s''4Ij3jxo aa \d aa cl y^bv^lz aixil
-aa*ie;l»v edir lo ©moa fcecbc© &adw od ovlsan^dob o& ,s©aaoq30 *i '’tlBiuxol&Qaup
lo aoid'jjloa erid- at b&^clBZB csscf ©van e^^oIIoO jaecfae^o-xiY lo ed-aAsbrte;^^^
aaoid-aeague 3noi:;i-jLL'aoo basaoiq i&bau brm ^amoIJoiq auoxijav
8©©Xoscyoo ;^hvwSei ©Xiflaaoq *iol aeoiv'ioa ad'i ©voiq/ni od" gobss. oo'
•ic^rieO ©rix^" ci'isjhr d’rf.jijn orbr .ijus'ted'av vxoiXa'i oeorid" j Ow »*io
:ffioId‘o*xq odct ^.'jifxXeb ©v'xea axioxcl*aewp j^XwoXXc'* ©:1T .o’xu&i/l go& nl
boa-©’sqxo 'lyxid'i© taavlvoe^cfo sje iea 'tsdxroO oor^xi/C exxJ’ asob &&ixh .1
^
,
'
.
,'• TbexXqinl io
Qdd o&al J’il Ajjsrii ob wori bite boo.ox^a©«p ©cf o;i ad’iraiXo ©rid* «ie oxlFT ,S
tbeXeariUoo ©eojii' XXjb lo 3*xu;toxq LaJo*
Tie^flaO
-Xiaiv oi xieqqjeri oaelbarmoo-xuiisc^ev ©aoxfj bU> woH r ,S
*xol en^Xq iXeriX ^tix^alomol at boqleri ttG&6 cJneXXo ©iW ©vxjH
tgcifsxjsnj- boxia'i^rroo
Tnoxxriqo -rioriJ- xti Iuxorleiracr »x:©vis aa ^^rrxXeonCoo sHd- aij^ .3
©rfd- lo ifl&juiovoiqial ©iid- 'xol lello oU veti& Gred anotieeg^ue &BdW ,b
TeoxviSD
ad-x snid-eotii xedueO ooxiAbXuO iioXd-^xdeXitxmbA znu'ie&GY ©rid al .7
tadixabxxd© ©geIXoi) 5ie«rxt©ddxW adx od doeqe©*! ai aevXdoo{^cTo
ajTi5*x©d©V v©rid "yiXTio lo xioidiBXdbiBxxoo oJ" IXeadi jicxcfxmiX ax "^buda oriT
r
xiX »daaq ©daibsxxfx ©xld ni ©xow io t©*i© bsXbxLflri s/jri iGdjaoO ©rid
©aerid lo abxoooi ©aiso ©rid as uslosrtl
^
.©3©XXoO aiecfrxaddxtT da ooaabnedda
xroeri cvarl abioo©*! ©aerid ,i©dii©0 ©ori^:bxx»0 ©rid da ©Xxl xto dq©3l s-u» axusTodev
oaerid lo qx^cx^ bsdoolea a-^d dxjsa xc©s<f aari ©ij;jBafioida©op A .bearvXxrw
cwd- odal XXol ©xiacnoidasup ©rid -lol aeaorio p.do©j,cfi!£, .jdaoXXo
aridxxQCi
-xXa cerid ©xoni xedneO ©xid lo aeoxviaa orid ©xxo3*X9bxrjj bsri orfvr ©aorid
.firidxjois ©"vd daaq axid nxridxw aciloanwoo ,b©\rloooi ©v©.^ oxwf ©a orid brxj ^osjis
3The group of veteran-students who received counsel more than six months
I
ago would be able to ascertain to some degree how effective the counseling
had been over a period of time; those who were processed at the Center
more recently could make slight estimation of the long-range effectiveness
of the counsel received, but their responses to the questionnaire would be
memories from a recent experience -which should be more accurate because of
the recency of recall. Also the Center, within the past six months, has
vindergone considerable expansion with the addition of a counselor and a
psychometrist and added space, so that the potential load has been
doubled "with a resultant smoothing out of the processing, and less crowded
working conditions and scheduling. Within neither group of clients
questioned -will it be possible to make an estimate of the ultimate
adjustment as result of the counseling. Most of the interviewees are
within college still; at most they might be able to opine the effectiveness
of the service in their immediate course changes or possible social
adjustments. In no case -will there be possible an estimate of
effectiveness in eventual occupational adjustment—a supremely important
consideration of most veterans attending college at this time.
Within these confines, then, this is an evaluation of the inter-
vie-wing, testing and concluding advisement of the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center at Wittenberg College.
.c
a-riJfnon xli iVifid- o^om X9d««oo btsrie&on oriw ej<xebi;;^e-fui'Xb;tt»v lo qwcng »riT
yxllaaouoo eild" afvid-oel'io vron eo*t^t>5 t»i oa ocJ’ flia^ieoas olcfi* acf JE>I«c(W o^ja
nad’XidO fni& &b baeaeooiq ei&w ottvr ©aod^f *lo boiieq e lavo csacf bati
aeoueTxJ'os'na eyun-2ji^o.C ©*J’ lo ^rialle ocijis: bluoo aio*
ed o£uo5t 3’:lAC£Coxl39ixp 9/ii^ od- a&sitoqe.^t tiaArt ^x/d ,fjBvlaoe*i Ideai/oo oxid’ lo
lo oauaoorf od'i^'iuooa oioe 9<f bXuoiie .xi.fSr ©oaei*:oqx© cfneoai » mo'll 3 »itof si«i
CjBxC tBxidaani xic c^axaq 9x1^ ccixidiTV ^'ledcoO ©fid- oeXA. .XJ>9©i *10
& baa lolpaxii/do a lo noxdlbba arfd" rid'xrr aolecaqxo eltfeiobirjcoo asto^aabms
caacf carf baoX XJBi:^j:i9doq exid' ca teojeqa bebba baa d^x*xd32xorl3^q
babvxo'io ea&X baa ,<^ies©ooiq Qii& lo ^uo saixid-oocis d-xifid-Xxad'i a d&ivf belduob
adcreiXo lo qi/013 iBxid’xexx aixicrxYf .gaiXob&iioc baa aaoidibaoo ^xtxalicri?
I
edai:d:dlh erfd- lo adjaxiiija© aa eziani od ©Xdxcaoq ed J1 Xlxvr baaoldsaup
.,i'
(• 9iXi oxld’ lo cJ-8o^{ .Qall'Jsr.ifoo add lo dluao'x ua dnjxndsiitbe
aaeiteYidoello arid" euiqo od- alda ocf daoa da ;XXXda p^oXXoc alddtvr
laiooe aXoissoq zc ea^accLo oaiuoo fcd-axbar®i; txorid ax eolYaoa add lo
16 edaialdaa aa sXdxaaoq eu ©nexid XXirw eeao oa nl .adasaidautba
dasdioqirJ: vl©i29*:qaa a—durendeixtba Xjarto.td’aqaooo Xat/daov© aX osonoviToella
,&Litd zh^d da 038XXC0 aclbafedda anaiodav deoc. Id aoidezabiaaoo
-Tcodnx arii lo iioXdaaXave' aa 3 I &hid ^aoailaoo eaBrid airid-lTT
xtoXd8^da Xiiixcbi. aaaz^daV add 'lo daacsDatfba satbaXodoo baa goxdaod
,3ab/reiv
. 939 XX0O g^ocftiedd-xTf da ladneO sortfeoix/B
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4CHAPTER II.
THE EVALUATION OF GUIDANCE
The Need for Evaluation of Guidance at This Time
The conclusion of the war has brought about a tremendous growth of
the guidance movement in the form of newly organized veterans' service
centers sponsored by municipalities, by schools, by social organizations
and by the government under the Veterans Administration. Guidance is in an
early and experimental stage of existence, but the public in general is
gaining consciousness of the services it has to render.
A report from the Harvard Guidance Center says:
"During a period of growing interest in, and attention to,
guidance and personnel services in education, industry,
government, and oommvinity life, the college and university
services associated with the work of the Veterans Administration
constitute a significant social experiment in the field of
vocational guidance, one which may ultimately exercise
considerable influence upon the directions taken in this
important area of professional services." ^
During the spring of 1947 the National Conference on Higher
Education, in Chicago, recommended that a country-wide study be undertaken
of "the social and professional values served by the nation-wide system of
veterans guidance centers and that exploration be made of the continuing
need of guidance centers xinder educational auspices to serve individual
needs in communities and regions, detached from federal control." ^
The need for evaluation of guidance services as rendered in
collage and university guidance centers has already been recognized by
certain of these centers. Already three evaluations on different phases
^Vocational Advisement at the Veterans Admini stration Guidance
Center
,
Harvard University, April, 1947, foreword.
^op. cit .
,
p. vii.
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aCilAaiUG HO HOITAUaiVH 2HT
siaJtf aJtfiT d-;B ooimOixiC to ffoid-^wIJBTS *so^ IjseK oriT
*^ ^
lo dtmoi^ erobsif*aoi& ft ^tscdet ;^^^§wc’IO sjari -r^w t>tid 1c aolliuiofioo eilT
' *-
®«ivT.ea > sxtai'&d^av besiaa^io '^Ivrea lo nnolt nl ^^auraeTocr itOisablu^ arid'
aaoxd’/ siitajcjo X^iooe \;cf ^elcorioe «seid’xXaqioiflirin -^cf fieicanoqn s*29d-aso
txti a± 3l cor.eblJi) .^oX^•Andai^Ii.^XJA .laa'ie^eV eiU rtobau wX.9xxrit>vo3 ©rl^ bria
1 si ^a^ea65 ai oiicfaq oild Jijo ^eo/ioJiaixe lo ©gada laiaeoii'iaqxe boa ^Xiro
.’Lobafti oJ ajid tfi aeoXviea sdd lu s£.©aauoioaaoo
:s'^aB 'leo'aeC eaosbxoO b'ujyiall edd’ wo'r’i chfc-qo*! A
tOd «oida©dd-a bcm ^ai w&aiaiaX ;^iaxvroi3 lo boi*ioq a
,noi;d’at»»'[)© ai o»oivi©3 X©rtcos*i©q ba£' ©c*fl/»bx«3
^diaivviuiu bat. ©leiXo© orid ,o;iiX \,dxxumciO£> boa ,da©;;j sovos
xioxdaiJeiai^xbA aaa'iejoV odd Ic x'iow edd ridjrw bedaiooaea saoXvito
lo oXeil ©rid it£ dneaii*xoqxo Xaiooa dneoiliasia a odwdidsaoo
oaxonux© ^ladjeniidlw \&m rioiriw ©ap *©ooJ3bijj§ iaaoidaocnr
sirid flx xwsjlBd ^eaoidooaib ©rid aoqt; &oa&X(Il£ii ©Xd’aaabiexioo
. a©oxv*iea X-Oiroias©lo*iq lo aaija daoo"*xoqnii
•seriSxH Ko ©oaeiolnoC XAaoidbf! ©rid VJ^eX lo gtriiqs ©rid ^liuO
x£©3L«3d*;©i>aa ©cf ^Jbuda ©i5iw-\,*idxix'oo © djwid cobaacaoooa »o^ij«joxri0 xri ,aoid3owbE
lo roodaYS ©bivr-aoxdx’a ©rid boviea aaxrXxv Loaols&elctq baa Xpiooe ©rid” lo
I 2X£ianxdaoo ©rid lo obxua ©a aoxdarjoXqx© djirid bxto eiadn&o ©oxuibii/g saaaedev
Leubrv tbai ovi&a od zeoiqaua Xfixtoldfiot/be tsfana aa©da©o ©oanbxws lo b 9ea
I
*Xo'xdaoo Xaiabol xio'xl borioijdob tanoxg©*! bxta e©idiaardc.oo al abeeci
ax baaabasa ca saoiviee ©oasbitg lo rtoidauXav© aol boea exlT
1
>^ri bosxasooaa nood ^boeaXa atiri saodaeo ©oaabxo^ ^diaitvixu;/ baa ogeXXoo
aeeaiiqj daeiellib ao aaoidauXav© ©6*irid x^aeilA .e*xeda©o ©acrid lo aiadaeo
©QG>3l:ixa£} aoidaadBi-gict^ axmaedeV erib dx daagog iy b.-^. IjaaoxdaooV^
•^*iw<®Tol ,Tb€'X~ tTTaqA ,\dii8acviaU 6Tir*iaH »ieda©0
Q
,ixv
.q t .dio ,oo
6of functioning of the Ohio State University Guidance Center have been
made.^»^»^ "The problem of evaluating the work of the centers has been a
matter of professional concern from the beginning." ^
Ira Scott, Director of Advisement and Guidance Service for
Education, Veterans Adjnini stration, has stated his consciousness of the
necessity for evaluation at this time -within the Veterans Administration
guidance set-up, -whether that be covinseling done by the government
personnel or that done by colleges for the Veterans Administration. In a
recent report in Occupations
,
Scott says:
"...in order to check the validity of our views as to the kind
of services needed and the basis on which to provide them, it
would be desirable to have some escpressions directly from
veterans and we are proposing a study to obtain them." ®
Getting away, momentarily, from the need for e-valuation of the
college-rvui guidance centers for veterans to the need for evaluation of
professional counseling techniques in general, several evidences of the
necessity for e-valuation have been shown in the past. The litera-bure on
guidance has not neglected to demonstrate this need.
ii^rs, in his Principles and Techniques of Vocational Guidance,
raises the question:
"What evidence is there that youth who have been subjected to
a comprehensive program of guidance are any more successful
or happy in their life because of this ejqierienoe?" ®
^McClintock, J. M., A Follow-i;:p Study of 75 Pre-College Veterans
Who Have Undergone Coxmseling at the ^S.P. ^i?ance Cien-ber, unpu'bl'i^ed
Master of Arts xlaesi's', diiio Sta^e tjbive'r'si'iy, Sep-temiber, 1^47.
^Roser, M. S., Results of a Questionnaire Sent to Covinseled
Veteran-Students at Ohio State THi-versity, unpublished Ws'ter of Arts
thesis, Ohio StatenST^rsity, May, 1&4V,
^Himmelman, Be-bty B*» The Evaluation of Counseling, unpublished
Master of Arts thesis, Ohio Sta-be tniversity,“T946,
Report on Vocational Advisement at the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center,“harvard University, January, l94b, fore-vrord.
Scott, Ira D., "Contributions of the Veterans Admlni stration
Counseling Program to Guidance," Occupations, Vol. XXV, No. 8 (May, 1947),
p. 497. „
ifcGraw-Hill, New xork.
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6Darley and Williamson have built a book around a significantly
successful study they instigated in the mid- ’30s. They have measured the
effectiveness of counseling regarding the field of specialization in
i college as given by the Testing Bureau of the University of Biinnesota.
One hundred ninety- six students were followed up one year or more after
initial contact. Prime criterion of successful adjustment was students'
opinion. Eighty-seven per cent made successful adjustment and were making
better grades than before. Two per cent definitely reported not making
satisfactory adjustment,^ This is a well-known study which is truly
comparable to the type of effort essayed in this paper. It is comparable
in that about the same number of students have been questioned, and in
that the students are at college-level and in many cases have shaped their
courses with the help of the Guidance Center service. It should be
modestly emphasized that no such evidence of success in suggested course
changes can be claimed by the Wittenberg Center.
Bnma Seipp, in her study of a hundred clients of the Adjustment
Service, says:
"Guidetnce has now reached the stage where it must face frankly
the task of making more objective the quantitative appraisal
of its work,” ^
The general awareness that counseling procedures as a phase of
education must be Justified was apparent at the turn of the decade through
the American College Personnel Association. ”If counseling is to be
Justified as a phase of higher education, we must prove that it works,
and must ourselves, be aware of its weaknesses," ®
^Darley, J, G,, and Williamson, E. G., Student Personnel Work ,
'
McGraw-ffill, New York, 1937, pp, 253-270, !
^Seipp, Emma, A Study of One Eundred Clients of the Adjustment
j
Seirvice, _American Association Tor A'dult Elduoati'o'ny TTew^o’rk,' 1935, foreword^
^Wrenn, C. Gilbert, "Recent Research in Counseling," Report of the I
Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the American College Personnel Assooiation,
j
(Pehruary, 1939), p. 93.
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Through research into the effectiveness of guidance as it is being
exercised, its value can be measured. It is with evaluative research in
mind that the Harvard Center, at its inception in 1943, created a Research
Department that has spent its full time accumulating evidences as to the
effectiveness of the center in its guideuioe procedures.^
It is apparent from the foregoing quotations and statements that
some sort of appraisal of guidance practices is a recognized requirement
for a counseling program.
Difficulties of Evaluation
Evaluation may be a necessary part of good guidance, but this
technique of experimentation has obstacles and limitations viiich make it
a difficult and not always effective means of scientific research. In
last year’s report on the National Vocational Guidance Association
meeting in Columbus it was stated:
"The evaluation of materials used by counselors is a complex
study, now in its elementery stages." ^
The long-range and abstract qualities of effective guidance are
among the elements that make it highly impractical to essay to measure.
A service must be in operation for a number of years before a very real
appraisal of its effectiveness can be made. The above-mentioned
evaluations of centers at Harvard, Ohio State, and the College of the City
of New York are not very long-range, as the centers have not been in oper-
ation for a long enough period for the most effective type of appraisal.
^Vocational Advisement at the Veterans Administration Guidance
Center
,
Halyard University, AprTT, T^94T, p
.
^Carter, Mary H., "Evaluation Materials Used by Counselors,"
Occupations
,
Vol. XXV, No. 8, (May, 1947), p. 553.
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8However an earlier appraisal can have its specific value to a
center as ascertained by the effectiveness of appraisals of guidance centerll
mentioned above. The evaluations at short range can at least become
diagnostically valuable.
necessarily measured solely in its ultimate results. Ehnua Seipp states*
in terms of its ultimate results, l&ich of the value of guidance
is, and will continue to remain, intangible, and its worth
impossible of complete quantitative determination. Moreover it
is impossible to set a time-limit within which the total values
of guidance will become obvious. Certain results of the guidance
may appear soon after consultation with advisers. Other results
may seem too remote as to appear to have little relation to the
original guidance process, although there may actually be a
relationship. These problems make it easy to vinderstand that any
sort of evaluation is exceedingly difficult and limited.” ^
This could be construed as evidence that because no limit can be
placed on the time elapsing between counseling and evaluation, an early
appraisal might, in some ways, be as effective as one after which much
time has elapsed since guidance.
Williamson and Hahn have admitted that guidance is too young to be
effectively and completely evaluated.
’’Evaluation of the effectiveness of personnel work cannot as yet
be adequate. The problem is so broad and reaches into so many
areas that present techniques cannot give valid and comprehensive
information.” ^
practicable, it is necessary to determine what value can be derived from
a shorter-range study. It seems that the chief effectiveness in a short-
range appraisal would be toward an improvement in the physical functioning
^Seipp, Emma, A Study of One Hundred Clients of the Adjustment
Service, American AssociatTon Tor Adult Bdu'oation, ITew^ort, l§5b, for’eword
Literature points out that the effectiveness of guidance is not
”This does not mean that it (guidance) can be evaluated ooi^letely
Because in the situation at hand a long-range evaluation is not
Williamson, E. G. and Hahn, M. E., Introduction to High School
Counseling
,
McGraw-Hill, Hew York, 1940, p. 26S,
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of a guidance set-up, T9hile memories are fresh as to how the interviewees
have felt about individual parts of the processing, it seems in^jortant to
get responses from those interviewees as to their reactions. It is with
the idea of immediate improvement of the physical elements of a guidance
center in mind that such a study as the following is being vmdertaken.
.€
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aonablu^ a lo sdjiectele Lfioie^rriq ori;^ lo c^ii6.'aevonqnil ibeami to J3ehi oild-
. aajj^d^chiixr si ^^iwollot uiid sj$ ^bz/Je xj rfoua ftccifr iii lod’ixeo
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CHAPTER III.
SETTING OF THE STUDY
Historical Development of the Wittenberg College Guidance Center
In the fall of 1946 a contract was drawn up between the Veterans
Administration and Wittenberg College for the establishment of a Veterans
Administration Class A Guidance Center at the college. First plans were
to have a Veterans Administration representative, to be called a
Vocational Adviser, at the college. The government agency was to lease
offices for its own use, and at the same time the college was to furnish
adjacent offices for its own faculty-personnel -vdio were to do the actual
guidance work. The Veterans Administration officer was to take care of
the administration of the offices, to schedule appointments, to be
responsible for keeping a steady flow of veteran-clients coming to the
Center, to see to it that the government forms were correctly interpreted
by the college personnel who were performing the guidance, and to act as
a general coordinator of businesses between the Veterans Administration
and the college personnel of the Center. The Veterans Administration also
took the responsibility of assisting to accumulate a library of
occupational information, especially the information issued by the
government and more easily acquired by them than by the college.
At the inception of the Veterans Administration Guidance Center at
Wittenberg there was a single counselor—a member of the college psychology
department and a man of considerable counseling and testing experience.
Soon after the opening a secretary and a full-time psychometrist were
provided by the college.
The original intention of the college Guidance Center, as was the
purpose of Veterans Administration college guidance centers across the
eonnfery, was to make available to the disabled veterans of World War II a
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counseling service "which would assist them toward proper rehabilitation.^
The contract between the government and the college has specified
the college "was "to provide adequate personnel to handle the flow of
veterans -who might call on the Center for counseling. By June, 1947, "the
influx of needy veterans essentially from five coxmties surrounding the
college had increased to such an extent that a second counselor and a
second psychometrist were added to the college staff. ?lith this additional
personnel the Center was enabled to catch up on a back-log of cases built
up through the spring when "the services of the Center were in unanticipated
and unprecedented demand. The majority of these cases were disabled men
from the surrounding countryside, but there was a trend "toward a greater
influx of the non-disabled men, especially from among the college students.
Actually the services of the Center had, from "the start, been a\railable "to
any veteran, but because the problems of rehabilitating the disabled man
were more pressing, and because personnel could not be foimd to handle any
more cases than were a-vailing themselves, "without publicity of the Guidance
Center, the non-disabled man was not encouraged "to undergo ad"vlsoment.
In the fall it was apparent that the na"tural flow of counselees
from among the disabled men had remained about the same, but an increased
staff was on hand. At this time the college took up the opportianity for
its veteran-students, whether disabled or not, to avail themselves of the
services offered by its Veterans Guidance Center. It -will be apparent by
a study of the accompanying graph? just how and at what time the transition
of emphasis from the disabled men to a more substantial percentage of
college cases took place.
^Scott, Ira D., Manual of Advisement and Guidance, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, t).lJ7, p. ii.
2
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This portion of the history of the Guidance Center is particularly
j
pertinent to the study at hand. The study concerns the Wittenberger who
j
has availed himself, voluntarily, of what the Center had to offer. In
choosing the two comparative groups of students to be questioned, it was a
relatively easy task to select a group of students who had been in
attendance at the Center within the past couple of months. It was not
possible, however, to be selective in the group of student-veterans udio had
gone through the Center more than six months ago. More discussion of the
choice of counselees will be treated in Chapter V of this study.
There was good reason why the aocon5>anying chart should indicate a
considerable increase in the number of college-attending veterans visiting
the Center. In the early part of the school year the current business of
the Center was studied by a Joint committee of the college administrators
j
and members of the psychology department and counseling staff of the Center.'
It was decided that the propitious time had arrived to publicize, for the
first time, the Guidance Center among the student-veterans of the college.
The faculty advisers and deans were given thorough understanding of what
j
the counseling service was and how it could benefit veteran students who
wished to avail themselves of the Guidance Center. Shortly thereafter the
psychology department indicated its willingness to announce to each class
under its staff that here on the campus was a genuine example of
psychology in action with a clinical procedure. The method of interview,
the occupational librai*y, the educational information, the testing and
statistics and the final advisement were all relevant applications of
psychology. In most cases the members of the psychology department
inspired, by themselves, their students to make appointments for
counseling. In two oases the counselors themselves were called upon to
make class talks to tell of the functionings of the Center, The co-
operation of the psychology department was excellent, and even though
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three months have passed since the initial effort to get psychology-class
attendants to undergo processing, a goodly proportion of those visiting the
Center now are ”back-log" oases >diose appointments could not be scheduled
earlier in the winter. It is the plan of the college administration to
turn to other departments for advertising the Center's offerings as soon as
there is room in the Center's schedule for this encouragement. It has been
inevitable that a good many students from outside the psychology classes
have visited the Center after having been told about it through word-of-
mouth from fellow students.
It is in5)ortant to note that there has been no compulsion brought to
bear upon the veteran students to make appointments at the Center. It was
the desire of the Veterans Administration officer and the faculty counselors
at the Center that, aside from certain oases obliged by law to undergo
processing, the students should feel no obligation to visit the Center. It
was felt that the ooxanseling was most effective in cases where the veteran
dropped in of his oym will. The college administration and faculty of the
psychology department were once again completely cooperative in that they
placed the services of the Center before the student body as a voluntary
business through which none were compelled to go. The appendix^ contains a
speciman copy of one of the sign-up sheets for appointments as made out by
one psychology instructor after he had talked about the Center to his class.
Several others of the department followed suit on this idea. Quite
obviously the students did not all have appointments at their own preferred
times, but as far as possible the students were accommodated at the times
they had specified.
This leads into another point within the history of the Center.
With the change of emphasis from the disabled man to the college veteran
^See i^pendix / .
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th«ro was necessary a revision of scheduling to conform as closely as
possible with the students* free times. During the earlier months of the
Center's existence the disabled servicemen from five surrounding counties
had been scheduled to start their processing early each morning with the
hope that, except in extensive counseling and testing oases, the ooimselees
could be through within one day’s visit. In the fall, however, it became
apparent that students' free hours during which they could most readily be
scheduled at the Center were predominantly in the afternoon, when classes
were fewer, TOien students have had an hour or two free, they have dropped
over to the Center (always by appointment) for further interviewing or
testing. Thus, instead of finishing in a single day, some students with
crowded class schedules or outside work were forced to spend a week or more
of their spare time at the Center. Sometimes the counseling has run into
evening hours, but somehow there was a feeling of better accomplishment
and a sense of value when the counselors spent a good portion of after-
work hours with the interviewee. The disadvantage to such a prolonged
scheduling for the students was that the counselor admittedly, with
several oases passing through his hands each day, could not keep a complete
picture of his client and his problems in mind between the original inter-
view and the advisement which followed testing. The advantage to such a
prolongation came to the student in his test-taking. Almost without
exception these students have required more testing than the non-student
veterans, and with a large number of tests to be administered, it was
easier for the student than if he had to take them all at a single sitting.
It is with the present emphasis at the Guidance Center on the
college veteran in mind that this particular phase of the Center's
functioning has been chosen for this study.
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The Veterans Administration Guidance Center at Wittenberg College^
is housed in one wing of the ground floor of Myers Hall, the main boys'
dormitory. As one of the improvements made in Jime, 1947, when an
expansion in personnel was anticipated, the Guidance Center quarters were
sealed off from the noisy Student Center, the campus coke-parlor and
rendezvous which are on the same floor. A corridor runs through the middle
of the offices, and to one side are three offices for idaich the Veterans
Administration pays rent. The Vocational Adviser, hired by the Veterans
Administration to administer the work of the Center, has his office in one
of these rooms. His secretary is in the central of the three offices, and
here are contained files on occupational information and a library of
school catalogs built up through the combined efforts of the college
counselors and the Veterans Administration. This central office is also
used as a waiting room for veterans awaiting any portion of the processing.
The third and inside office rented by the Veterans Administration is used
for the Training Officer whose approval must be sought by the counselor on
all Public Law 16 proposed programs. The Training Officer is responsible
for knowing whether or not jobs suggested by the counselor are available
in the locality desired. He is also acquainted with the schools approved
for training and the laws of pension allotments, subsistence and tuition
payments from the Veterans Administration to the claimants. The Training
Officer also takes care of payment problems of the veterans at Wittenberg.
He keeps files of claims made by the veterans and keeps posted on all
information the veteran at the college may seek concerning his educational
connection with the government.
^See Floor Plan, Appendix A.
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At the outer end of the wing there is an outside door which gives
access only to the Guidance Center. This keeps traffic to a minimum in
the Center, end only those doing business with the Veterans Administration
Center have reason to enter.
Opposite the Veterans Administration offices in the wing are the
offices of the college-hired personnel of the Center. Small but private
offices are provided each counselor. The college has also provided for
each counselor a large desk, a small, individual testing table, two chairs,
and a bookcase. There is no telephone connection on the college side of
the Center. All phoning must be done through the Veterans Administration
offices.
Besides the two counselor offices, a private office for the common
secretary is provided. This is actually a corridor-way between the main
hallway and the office of one counselor. The second counselor’s office
has been cut out of the comer of a larger office, and the ell-shaped
remaining room is used for most of the testing. Here in the test room a
large desk acts as headquarters for the two testers, while three sizeable
tables are used for the actual testing.
The psyohometrists have a pigeon-holed case for all their tests.
A file drawer contains all the manuals and scoring sheets for the tests.
Devices which facilitate good administration and scoring include a sixty-
minute timer, two stop watches and two small Veeder counters mounted on a
board. The double counters, which can be operated by two adjacent fingers
on one hand, are especially useful in recording the plusses and minusses
on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank.
Just outside the testing office three connected booths for testing
have been built. Because they are not sound-proof and are in the drafty
and comparatively noisy main corridor of the Center, they are used only
when performance tests are given or when there is an overflow of business
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from the regular testing room. At times Tiriien the psychometrists have been
obliged to give college entrance tests to two or three prospective students
at one time, and when regular counsel-inspired testing is going on within
i
the regular test room, these extra booths have proven of value.
Although Myers Heill, home of the Center, is an old building, the
college has taken special pains to make an attractive Center out of the
ouarters occupied by their own guidance personnel and by the Veterans
Administration. New, fluorescent lights have been installed in all offices
and though the windows are loose and drafty, the steam heat is at times too
adequate. The noise has been eliminated as much as is practicable for a
purely temporeury set-up and the college has been entirely cooperative with
the counselors and the government en^loyees in providing what they have
needed for a neat and efficient counseling system.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE COMPLETE COUNSELING PROCESS
Appointiaent and Interview
One method of following through the portal-to-portal processing of
any veteran client of the Center is to indicate the forms filled out in the
order in which they are pertinent to the procedure.^ Certain forms are
used "by the Veterams Administration prior to the start of the actual
i
counseling. These particular forms are by way of getting the client
^
j
started in his visit to the Center and are not, for the most part,
|
pertinent to the counselor’s task, per se . It might be well to mention at
|
this point that at the time the counselor takes over and "starts” a case,
several pertinent pieces of information may have been acquired by the I
Veterans Administration which might fit into the total picture built up by
j
the counselor. A transcript of the veteran’s high school record may have '
been sent as a part of the case history, though this is not usually the
case with a veteran-student in attendance at Witt#nberg, as any past
scholastic record is likely to have been reviewed by the admission officers;
of the College itself. This record is available to the counselor and is
often used as a part of the background picture of the veteran. Any in-
,
seiTTice case history which might be applicable to the claimant has been
collected by the Veterans Administration, and is available for the
counselor to study before he first meets the interviewee. In the case of
veterans receiving a disability pension, complete information of the claim
j
and medical reports are bound into the claimant’s file.
The counselee makes his original application for guidance through
the Veterans Administration office at the Guidance Center. His claim file
^See Appendix B, viiich contains a file of all forms pertinent to
aiaideint^wwtergna.
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is passed on to the counselor who has a ohanoe to review it before the
j
claimant is introduced.
From the moment the claimant is introduced by the Veterans
Administration officer to the counselor a government Form 1902 is being
;
adhered to and built up in the mind of the counselor. This is a complete
interview form which allows room for notes on the pertinent details of
information necessary for successful counseling. At some points the form
helps only to open up a detailed description of some part of the claimant
background which is especially related to his problem. The Manual of
Advisement and Guidance published by the Veterans Administration states:
"This form is to be used solely for the purpose of recording the
original data to be obtained from the client, his employers,
schools, from objective tests and other proper sources, regarding
subjects which should be considered in vocational guidance. The
information required by this form is purely factual in character." ^
The counselors have recognized from the first that any interview
carried on with the formal series of printed papers under the busy hand of
the counsellor would be distracting indeed to an effective preliminary
interview. It was a real challenge to the counselors after memorizing
the information needed on the forms to acquire skill through constant
interview practice at mentally tabulating information furnished during the
informal conversation by the client so that it could later be inserted
under the proper headings on the form. In most instances a sheet of
scratch paper is handy for such detailed items as job descriptions and
dates, details of service experience, physical con?)laints or the essence
of the problem. A special effort has been made at all times by the
counselor to put the client at ease by inspiring the feeling in him that
all procedure is "above board" and that in no way is anything being put
over on him. Some clients, because of imagined or real mal-treatment
^Scotta Ira D., op^ cit., p. 11.
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during similar interviews in service, put themselves on guard when they see
forms that the college counselor is to fill out. For this reason, as well
as for aforementioned reasons toward establishment of an informal setting,
the forms are kept within the desk as much as possible, out of view of the
counselee
.
Testing Procedures
There is constant encouragement in the material published by the
Advisement and Guidance Section of the Veterans Administration to make
full use of the tests approved by this service. There is no positive
compulsion to use these or any tests. According to a Regional Office
report, published at the end of December, 1947, the average number of
hours spent in testing a Public Law 16 case (usually from outside the
college) is 2,4 hours per man. The average spent on Public Law 346 cases
(usually college attendants) is 5,9 hours. It is therefore apparent that
a paragraph on tests is more pertinent to this study than it would bo if
the study concerned either the average case passing through the Center or
essentially the disabled case. Reason for more hours of testing for the
college-attending veteran is apparent: the battery of tests is mostly
verbal; most aptitude, interest, personality and mental tests devised have
been developed with school situations in mind; more time can be spent with
the Wittenberger in the entire guidance process than has been possible with
boys attending the Center from towns up to a hundred miles away, as there
is not the necessity of compressing all the interviewing and testing
within an eight or nine-hour day. Many of the disabled men have their own
ideas as to their vocational goals and must attend the Center for formal
approval of the goals; Wittenberger s are likely to drift to the Center for
help if they feel they are in genuine trouble and wish advice on solution
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of some immediate educational or eventual occupational problem.
The personnel of the testing section of the Veterans Administration
Guidance Center at Wittenberg comprises two women psychometrists. Veterans
Administration Form ^-1902-G, Interviewer * s Test Record, is used by the
counselor to indicate tests to be administered, norms and forms to be used.
The counselor personedly acoon^anies the veteran into the testers* offices
^ere the veteran is introduced to the tester who is to attend him through-
out the written or performance tests being administered. The counselor
usually has special words concerning the veteran with the tester so that
she may have a necessary understanding of any special attentions the
veteran should undergo. Each tester is responsible for the hand scoring
of the tests, in addition to attending to the administration. Following
is a complete list of the tests used by the Center. An asterisk beside
the test-name indicates it is used more frequently among Wittenberg
veterans than among the outside visitors to the Center, Tests without the
asterisk are not generally used among Wittenbergers.
I. Mental Tests
A. A.C.E. Psychological (as a scholastic aptitude test^
B. O.S.U. Psychological (as a scholastic aptitude test)
C. California Test of Mental Maturity
D. Otis Quick-Scoring Test
E. Army General Classification Test, First Civilian Form
F. Wechsler Individual Intelligence Test
G. Binet Individual Intelligence Test
H. Chicago Tests of Primary Mental Abilities
*1. W
2. V
3 . S
4. N
*5. R
6. M
II. Interest Tests
A. Thurstone Vocational Interest Schedule
B. Kuder Preference Record
C. Lee and Thorpe Occupational Interest Inventory
*D. Strong Vocational Interest Blank
*E. Allport-Vemon Study of Values
*F. Cardall Primary Business Interests Test
*G. Belding Specific Chemistry Interests Test
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III. Aptitude and Ability Tests
*A, Cleeton-Mason Vocational Aptitude Examination
B. Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test
*C, Law Aptitude Examination
4‘D. Scholastic Aptitude Test for Medical Schools
E. 0*Rourke Mechanical Aptitude Test
P. MaoQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability
G. Survey of Space Relations Ability
H. Knauber Art Ability Test
I. Meier Art Test
IV. Performance Aptitude Tests
A. Seashore Musical Aptitude Test
B. Purdue Pegboard
C. Stenguist Assembly Test
D. Minnesota Space Relations Test
V. Achievement Tests
A. Tiegs and Clark Progressive Achievement Tests—Advanced Battery
B. Iowa High School Content Examination
C. Stanford Achievement Test—Advanced Arithmetic (diagnostic
purposes)
D. Cooperative Biology Test
E. Cooperative English Test (diagnostic)
P. Michigan Vocabulary Profile Test
G. Purdue Blueprint Reading Test
H. Purdue Test for Electricians
I. Purdue Test for Machinists and Machine Operators
VI. Personality Tests
A. Inventory of Pactors STDCR
*B. Inventory of Pactors GAMIN
C. Guilford-Mairbin Personnel Inventory
4>D. Minnesota Multiphasio
E. California Test of Personality
P. Berareuter Personality Inventory
G. Bell Adjustment Inventory
VII. Miscellaneous
A. Cardall Test of Practical Judgment
B. Wrenn, Study Habits Inventory
C. Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates for Color Blindness
At frequent intervals during the testing process the veteran's
results are checked with the psychometrist, and in light of these results
additional scores or tests are requested. As mentioned above, the college
students usually make several sessions of the tests as their study and
class time must be worked around the procedure of the Guidance Center.
The appointments for further tests are arranged by the testers, whereas
the final appointment to see again the counselor for summary appraisal and
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interpretation of test results is made through the appraisers’ secretary.
In most cases the complete record of test results is placed on the
Profile Chart which, through a series of percentile bars, makes interpre-
tation of test results graphic to the testee. The profile chart of test
results is for Veterans Administration records, therefore it must be
oon5)lete. Occasionally the counselor does not think it prudent to reveal
some test result. In this case the result of this single test, or a
certain score within a test, is placed, alone, on a second profile form
which the veteran does not see. A mimeographed form for test results has
been created at the Center for the recording of test scores to be kept by
the Center. This is a part of the record the Guidance Center itself keeps
on all Wittenberg students. A copy of this mimeographed form will be
found in the appendix. Although the standard and percentile scores are
copied onto this chajrb, no bar profile is carried over from the Veterans
Administration form. It is from these mimeographed test forms kept by
the college personnel at the Center that some of the material relevant to
the paper-in-hand has been taken.
Advisement-Evaluation and Its Pertinence
After completion of the tests the claimant makes an appointment
with the counselors’ secretary to see the counselor for the concluding
portion of his processing. The word "concluding” may be misused at this
point, for it iii^jlies that the veteran, after this final appointment, is
leaving the Center never to enter its doors again. Actually there has
been a feeling of welcome left with the veteran-students, for a good
number of them report back voluntarily on the progress they are making in
the adjustments outlined with them.
The purpose of this post-testing appointment with the appraiser
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is to interpret and discuss the test results and make more clear to the
veteran just why each test has been given. Though some time is spent in
explaining the test results to the veteran it is pointed out by the
[
counselor that the testing is not the main function of the Center. It is ^
made clear, in each case, that the testing is an aid in the better under-
standing of the veteran. It gives the counselor a more objective view of
the claimant’s scholastic potentialities, his personality, his special
aptitudes and interests. This, together with what the counselor has been
able to gather through talking with the man, forms some sort of reasonably
accurate picture of the claimant in the mind of the appraiser.
After test results have been interpreted to the claimant, possible
soholastic and eventueOL oooupationsd plans are discussed. It is at this
time that the counselor makes use of the occupational information published
by the Veterans Administration, the goverruaent and the services to wdiich
the counselors subscribe,^ The Dictionary of Occupational Titles^ is often
invaluable in giving the veteran an idea of the tasks involved in certain
j
specialized jobs. An example of the use of the D.O.T. can best be cited
through quoting the case write-up of one veteran-oounselee who has visited
the Center within the past month.
"The claimant, though majoring in Chemistry, has no idea of the
different jobs he might fit into within this broad field of
concentration. He is a senior, yet at no previous time has he
felt he had the time to look into what types of work he might
seek upon graduation. The chemistry courses throughout college,
according to have been too concenaed vdth laboratory
esqperiments and the formal textbook matter to find time for
investigation or even mention of possible job objectives. A
half-hour session with parts Two, then One, of the D.O.T. have
given the claimant a better understanding of tMrty-one different
jobs that his particular training in chemistry would qualify
him for."
^See Bibliography for coiqjlete list of publications subscribed to
for occupational information by the Center.
^Dictionary of Occupational Titles
,
Part I, Definition of Titles,
1939, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office.
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This same olaimant spent a few moments reading over three leaflets from the
Oocupational Index that concerned chemistry Jobs.
Other students, during this "final” session with the counselor, are
given some idea of the possibilities of graduate work that might follow
their particular college course. Certain scholastic aptitude tests are
generally useful prognostically as determiners of potential graduate- school
success. Grades made by the claimant throughout his schooling are also
considered at this point.
There has been a general feeling across the countiry that too many
attendants in college today are confident they are heading for professional
positions. Max Baer, in his "Washington Flashes," preface to the March,
1947, Occupations, says:
"Big worry of educators here (in Washington) is vAiether professions
can absorb torrent of college grads in years ahead." ^
The counselors have been continuously on guard lest they encourage
too many veterans to enter overly-crowded work fields. Though a note of
discouragement has been sounded by them toward many an aspiring engineer,
lawyer or physician, in no case has the veteran left the Center without
some constructive suggestions as to how he might put his present education,
or future B.S. or A.B. degree from Wittenberg, to good use. Certain
depeu*tments within the college have been helping in guidance of majors
within those departments by warning sharply against the possibilities of
all specializing students finding Jobs in their specialty.
The above paragraph does not, of course, pertain to all students.
There are very excellent potential engineers, physicians and lawyers among
the Wittenberg veterans, and these men are encouraged to go forward with
their plans.
^Baer, Max F., "Washington Flashes," Occupations, March, 1947, ,
preface
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Tlfhen a veteran visits the Center for advisement under the ”G. I.
j
Bill," it is not neoessax^ for any specific single objective to be drawn
up. The Veter8ins Administration has long been conscious that a single*
i
objective program of training is not a logical recommendation as a result
|
of guidance. Several objectives are recommended on Form 1902-D,
Vocational Counseling Recommendations, and the veteran signs this form
|
merely as an indication that he and the counselor have reached agreement
as to the general training path that should be pursued.
It is hoped by all personnel at the Center, and especially by the
counselors, that the most valuable part of the entire processing, if a
single valuable part can be drawn from the over-all picture, is the
advisement-evaluation. The end of the advisement is often a summary of
conclusions reached and recommendations made. This is done by the
counselor, feeling that such a summary might clear up any points that were
not clear in the discussion and also feeling that the last words are the
most impressionable upon the mind of the claimant. These last words are
not in any way summary of words of advice given by the counselor during the
last session with the counselee; they are often an indication that the
counselor has well understood and put together for the case report the
conclusions that the claimant himself has reached, with possible suggestions
or would-be helpful comments made by the counselor. In this way the
interviewee should be leaving the Center with the feeling that he himself
has pretty well forxoulated a solution to his own problem.
How the Student-Veterans Happen to Visit the Center
Student veterans come to the Center for counseling to a consider-
able extent in relation to the amount of encouragement the college or I
Center itself gives to them. It has been stated elsewhere in this paper
»•
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I (in the development of the Center) that during the spring months of 1947
the service was shoi*t-handed in counselors and testers and that disabled
men came in unprecedented numbers to avail themselves of the services
offered. These men« because they were often in immediate need of
assistance and because many of them have come from outlying counties
rather than from on campus, were given priority. The student veterans who
^ wished counseling during the spring were not driven away, but in many cases
their appointments were deferred until early summer when the appoinlaaent
book showed a slackening in numbers of urgent cases. The G.I. Billers who
visited the Center in the spring had been informed by word-of-mouth from
friends who had discovered the available services in other similar college-
centers or had made a blind stab, hoping the Center was open to their
problems, too.
In September of 1947 a committee was formed within the college
!
faculty to bring about a recognition of the existence of the available
I
service by the veteran students in attendance at the college. The
committee, consisting of the college dean, members of the psychology
department and one faculty representative from the Center, steered away
from suggesting to the veterans that the service was in any way con5>ulsory.
It decided to progress cautiously by introducing the students to the
available services through announcements in all psychology classes, ifost
of the freshmen tedce psychology at Wittenberg, and it was a comparatively
sin5>le task for members of that department (who were well and appropriately
represented on the committee) to show the relationship between psychology
and the counseling service and to point out just what value the processing ’
i
might be to them. The faculty of the psychology department cooperated
|
whole-heartedly. To date the psychology department has cooperated so
effectively that no other incentive has been directed toward the student I
body. It is anticipated that because the psychology courses at Wittenberg
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ar© single- semester courses there will be a considerable change in class
students when the second semester starts towsurd the end of January. The
psychology instnictors plan to make announcements similar to those made
during the first semester, and the resulting appointments with the Center
should last well into the spring. There is already preliminary evidence at
the Center that the needy disabled men are returning in larger numbers than
they have in the past fall. If the influx of disabled men returns, there
will be little chance nor need for special advei*tising among the college
students for their participation in the Center *s processing.
The reasons for visiting the Center are listed on the questionnaire
sent to the chosen veteran students and the tabulation of these reasons
follows under detailed consideration of questionnaire results.
.«s
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CEftPTER V.
PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES EldPLOYED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Defixiitive Element of Selection
It has been suggested in the previous section on the history of the
Veterans Administration Guidance Center at Wittenberg that two types of
questionees were chosen for expressed opinions for this study. In January,
1948, between the holidays vacation and the hectic cramming for mid-year
examinations, twenty-five veteran students of Wittenberg College received
a preliminary test form of a questionnaire from the Guidance Center.
Twelve of these students had availed themselve* of the Center's services
before July 1, 1947. They were all enrolled in Wittenberg and asked for
processing for one of several reasons—u sually of their own volition. Some
were in attendance at college under Public Law 346, or the G. I. Bill of
Rights, and foxand that because they were receiving disability compensation
for some seirvice-connected injury they were eligible for more substantial
and protective educational benefits xmder Public Law 16 (the Disabled
Seinricemen's Rehabilitation Act). These men, in order to effect this
shift, were obliged, by law, to go through processing at the Center to
make their eventual vocational objective more specific than they had been
compelled to do under Public Law 346. Other G.I. Billers visited the
Center under compulsion as they had been advised by faculty advisers or by
a college dean to shift the set of objectives from one department of the
school to another. At this point the Veterans Administration has felt the
veteran needed to have a check placed on his newly chosen objective to I
ascertain that it was feasible in light of his background, abilities,
aptitudes, personality, intelligence and interests. The ’’Bible" of the
Guidance Center says concerning this:
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“This counseling will be for the purpose of indicating to the
veteran -wrtiat further education, if any, hg should pursue in
order to capitalise his potentialities and bring him to the
stage where he can best function in civil life. This counseling
will be directed toward encouraging veterans to shape their
educational plans with a view to preparing for employment in some
definite occupation, because this is one of the most essential
means of effecting general social adjuslanent. The counseling
will be designed therefore to induce each veteran to avoid
embarking on an educational venture vrtiich for him would prove
fruitless. It will include advising the veteran as to the
selection of educational or training courses idiioh seem suited
to his needs, desires and capacities, and this advice will be
based on a balanced consideration of these factors." ^
Still other veteran- students visited the Center out of the sug-
gestion of fxdends or because they were curious as to the procedure
involved at the Center. No tabulation has ever been made as to the
reasons the veterans visited the Center as expressed by them. However,
Veterans Administration forms, kept by the Wittenberg Center, do yield
2
some clues as to vdiy most of the student-veterans visited.
The twelve students who underwent advisement before July 1 were
not, for the most part, representative of all the counselees migrating
through the Center at that time. They were "extras" in that the Center was
under pressure to schedule, primarily, any disabled veterans from five sur-
rounding counties who needed the services of a counselor. Therefore these
dozen chosen first-questionnaire participants visited the Center under
crowded and anything but ideal counseling conditions. The over-all
effectiveness of the counseling and the impression they received of the
functioning of the Center, however, should be measurable on a questionnaire
of the type devised for them.
This same preliminary questionnaire was sent also to thirteen
veteran-students who had been through the Center within the past two
months. A check with the above-recited history of the Center and an
^Scott, Ira D., op . cit ., p, 5.
^See chart. Appendix A.
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tisvewoE .iJ9rid vtf fjoaaei'.pcs zu rtedueO ©lid i)©dxcxv aixa'xsclev ©rid snocaoi
f)l0X\ ob tiodaeO gi^dneddxW erid \^d dq©3l ^txaicl noldandaiinijabA axuinedeV
©'X3W X y;XuU eioled doaraaBiTba dxtoin©biso oriw edxtebwda evXswd oxiT
gnldaiaiji; ea&Xoaxxuoo eiid XX© lo &vxdadflca©nq©*i ,diaq daoct ©rid iol',doa
oaw i&dctO ©rid^darid ni. “saidx©*’ ©law yariX .andd darid da iodri©0 ©rid lignoirid
-*xx<a STXl aoil p-xsaiedev balcTxaiiJ yrta tSXwberiOB od ©li/aaaiq lebmi
©aorid ©loleieriX .^oX©^^i^»oo a lo asoiTVsea arid bebesn oriw aoXdcaoo yxlbixuoi
lehau 'x&daaO ©rid f>©dxaiv edxiaqloxdtaq ©ixx'Xcacidseop-d&Til nsaorio aosob
£X4*-iorvo oriT .anpidibrioo gniXe uri/oo laebi dwd gc/xiidyoa biu; babwono
arid lo bovx©o©*5 yerid aoxaBaiqinLL ©rid bca galloaxa^oo ©rid lo asexxovidcaHe
o*ix©xirfoida©iip a no ©iria*ii;0 ijara ©u bXi/oris ..ttvowori tiodneO arid lo gnXaoidoni/1
. \ .fjorid *iol b&ajfcvob ©qyd crid lo
iioad^xrid od.oaXa daea c^w ©n:ia£Uioidaoup yiHir-bnlXotiq M!:u38 sXriX
oard d&iiif ?u{d cjuidxw xodceO ©rid rigx'oirid noed oari oriv.* 8drx©bod8-aaiad©v
na baa aadaeO^ arid lo yTtodexri badxooa-avoda ©rid ridivr aioerio A .aridnofli
S
,bedx8xv saaiadov-daobwde erid lo daoci yriri od oa eoaXo emon
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aocon5)anyiiig chart in the iippendix will indicate that these student
visitors were a cross-section from among those visiting the Center during
the last few months of the year 1947. The thirteen cases of recent
counselees were chosen at random from among the 97 students who passed
through the Center during the months of November and December, 1947. This
group of students visited the Center for the same reasons as those who had
!
visited in the early summer, but there was, in addition, a considerable
increase of students sincerely interested in the functioning of the Center
rather than in any benefits they might derive directly from the counseling.
Reason for this has already been made apparent in Chapter III. of this
paper dealing with the latter part of the history of the Center.
presented for reply to the student-veterans, the submitting amounts to a
series of questions with request for checked answers. Several books and
articles have been used as guides in the development of the opinionnaire
.
Rules carried out in the construction of the questionnaire are suggested
in the following quotations from manuals and articles consulted.
Education have served most consistently as limits within the construction.
At Eoos* suggestion the questionnaire has been made as factual and
objective as possible:
”...it may be asserted that it is only seldom that disability
or unwillingness attaches to the factual portion of these
inquiries; almost always it is the elements calling for
Techniques Qiqployed
Although the word "questionnaire” has been avoided in the form
Statements set forth in Leonard Koos* The Qaestionnaire in
judgment." ^
^Koos, Leonard, The
Manual, Maomlllan, New Tferk
Questionnaire in Education, A Critique and
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The quostionneiire has left no place for the signature of the
respondee. This is in accordance with regulations toward encouraging a
maxinrum number of replies. S. M. Corey, in a pertinent article in the
Journal of Educational Psychology
,
states
:
”.,.a scale which is signed is thereby at least partially
invalidated," ^
Katz and Allpoz^, in their Syracuse Reaction Study, underline this
same thought, admitting they e^qpect more valid data without calling for
2
signatures on the questionnaire. Koos himself says about this point:
"Blanks of inquiry which may be left unsigned will often bring
responses along lines -vdiich can seldom be elicited by the
interview," *
The "interview" in Koos* statement is taken to mean the most sub-
jective type of questionary as opposed to the most objective type of
printed inquiry form. The respondee is reminded that his signature is not
asked for and that all that is wanted is certain information for tabulating
purposes. The number of semesters of college-level work completed, the age
of the respondee, and his actual or prospective major are asked for.
Koos further suggests "intercession" ^ as a method of inspiring
confidence that the questionnaire would be confidential in nature. No
interceptive device was used in sending out this particular form. The
Veterans Administration portion of the Center was willing to have the form
go out under its name, but it was thought the student-veteran might
cooperate more thoroughly if the accompanying letter vrere placed on a
Wittenberg College letterhead. It was felt the Veterans Administration has
^Corey, S. M., "Signed vs. Unsigned Attitude Questionnaires,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 28, 1937, pp, 144-48.
^atz, Daniel and Allport, F. H.
,
Students * Attitudes, the
Craftsman Press, Syracuse, New York, 1930, p. 3V2,
^oos, Leonard, op . oit ., p. 18.
%oo8, Leonard, op . oit
., p, 79.
‘io ixit ^o‘i <?0£ilq on ditel as/i ©*x±B*inc'iiaoup oilT
^ lyoc'iio b-rctifou lifiv eottcb'tooo^ ai oi etriT .ooanoqsoi
Oii^ ni dloxd-i.t ^norrid-ioq a ni ' .£ .auliqo'x lo .wrixf-m
:aod-je;t?. ^y^^oXorfe^aK J^xio X±9onba Dxxnx*ol>
d-e>»oI c^Js Y<XG'i&xij cx box2:;^i8 ai iJalriv/ alaoa a...**
^
'*
.badjabilAv’ai
-iliiJ onj i'iebjjss xiCi^to.’ifjSi 9a«o«T^.c ixorld- xil ,w'ioqIXA. bnB sJ-bA.
“lol 3^^XXXso iJ’ooxWifi bxixrv &'ioio Jooqxa ?x'.l«^xxtit)i) ,d‘xiptfor'j oitl'?.’?
: :fJ.oq aidJ' ;j^iioa'ii s'-ya 'iXofexixii aooH .S'sisamQi&sovp eH& m ram^fjea^its
j,C£i'i(J xcCfiXlo IXxw j'fi>o;yianjJ dital atf xfoxr’p;' ^axo'pnx *lc cjinxX?**
arfcX \;cf becrioXio ad ftiobiea xjluo doirfv,' sertiX ?/rpXx aau-ioqaei
,
*
’’.warviedni
-dw^, d’aora njjoji oj naied ai diioMedada ’aooS nr "’.TOxvit .tax '’ e»fl.!T
V> 3<tvd 9vidos{^do Jaoxs. odd od boaoqqo a-a \^'ifinoxdaf'ifi-' lo ©cfijd evrdoej^
clo- fj* S'/od^xx^ie sixi dx,dd oefcaxn2^*x ai ^ubiioqcio'x odT ,...xoi yxxiJpai: bedaXiq
•inXdx3X.cd.id ml aoidxu.nolni aljuaieo aX -odutirx eX d/sc'd XXx^ dijxld biv^. to1 b&aac
03.3 Olid ..uedaXcrruoo zsi^irr./ J>TeX- 3aI.£oo lo anodaoJXfea lo i<idiwn oxtT .aoaoq-rnq
,*5ol bada^ 6X3 7of.Am ovXdofqao-xq
-Jo laxtdoii aid jbxtc ^©obxioqsa'T: sxld lo
3XiX*xx.?sxTX lo boxidoxn 3*-> ^ ‘dxoxessoi^daX’' sdao^gx® iorIdiJ/1 aoo/I
.o'uxdBXi ixi XAXdxicj:>Xlr:c& od bXcovx e*iL xicoidcoxfo axid dBdd eoaebXlnoo
orlT * i;*iol taXdoxw'iaq axrid dyo ^rixbxioa aX beew a.evr eoxTsb evidqd.oiodaX
jcrxo^ add ovx.d od gxrxiliw *x6dae0 c/id lo xioXdioq nddx-idsiaX^'i xoiisiedoV
dxTgXj)/ xxa'xedo'v-dxtobyda oxid dii§urx£j aavr dx dxxi' ,0frt3a adX ^ebsuj dao 03
B ito' 5.^06 Xq iQddoi sxtX^xcr.qr^oojB ©dd IX ^:Iri3yo•xorid 6icni ©dj8*iOqooc
3.3x{ noXd,:.'idaXaixibi\ 8XL.*.*todoV odd dXol dl .bx.oi isddel O30XXc.0 ^-i^daajJI';
"
,aoii>i(Uioxdg.vK-. ©byJxddA b&a^tiuxSJ .av I:.qn:3X2’' ».*! ,2 ^ re’loO^
.8£‘-£^I ,qqr ,\£9X ,8S . XoV tV^oloxixi^.rBq XjfnoXdBroJb^! lo uarrUfOb
odd
.
aobydxddA »ed.'r6bc^ ,.d .q ,dioqXXA o/xjj'TTIali*
.TTlo
,q ^OcQ^ ,.d’jol woH tsai/oac/c ^aaon'T xxexnEd'iJBiO
.6X
.q .^o tb*xouo©J ^booX^
the name of the government attached to it and that the veterans would be
more immediately cooperative with the college than with the government.
One method of going about determining how to make up a questionnaire
is to look at it from the receiver's viewpoint. E. G. Boring of the Harvard
Psychology Department has been so encumbered with questionnaires that he
and associates have published rules to determine which questionnaires to
answer and which not to answer. Here is what Boring has to say in an
article published in the American Journal of Psychology . The article is
entitled “Hhen and How to Reply to Questionary."
"It is plain that many ... questionaries partake of the character
of a 'nuisance*. For this reason some of us ... have drawn up
... a set of rules which constitute in a way a code of action in
this matter.
"1. If the questionary interests you or can be answered accurately
in a few minutes, reply as a matter of courtesy...
"2. Do not, in general, reply to a questionary issued by a person
whom you know (not) personally.
"4. Do not reply at all if you cannot reply accurately.
"6. In general a request for a reply should be by personal letter
to you, eind not by printed or mimeographed form.
"7. Do not think that receipt of a stamped envelope for return
of the questionary, or thanks, eaqpressed in advance, places an
obligation on you to reply." ^
The first suggestion above has been enq>hasized more than once in
the literature concerning evaluations. Cole and Bigelow, in their Manual
of Thesis Writing
,
state after years of thesis approving*
"Interviews, letters and questionnaires, tanless carefully planned,
will strain the patience of the men approached. Some method of
introduction should always be devised irfiich will arouse interest
and win attention, and considerable tact is necessary."^
^Boring, E. G., "When and How to Reply to a Qaestionary, " American
Journal of Psychology, Vol. XXX7I1, 1926, pp. 632-633.
^ole, Arthur A. and Bigelow, Karl W., A Manual of Thesis Writing ,
and Sons, lno«. New York, j^954, p . iB".
f>J bitrc;.’ a'Xr.iod-c>v oriJ ^^x cd’ •jeritu&J^d’o iirstunavoa oiiJ 'io n
. J;:o-on3TOl iid’iw itafij 03«XIoo urfd xld'i-i uvidti-ieacoo ijXoi*: c*£oj
oti -inoIi.iwKn qw ©DfjBJC oJ' wen ^i.ciJiiin*'J‘&b i'jjocfji gjc/.tos lo boi^Vm enO
but-vucK erid^ "io g> iic3 ,0 .S .daloqrvoi'v eiiJ" aiori'i. dri .tje ;iooI o;t ei
Off d’iirfd’ 3©'iXhii/ioXdO'3s/p fioriv, »jo’ft dui/acio os uecJ ujsd d ao^&T..iq9Q Y3oloi{ovc'{
od" sjOTci/i^Jioidoojjp rioii'rt >?/iiiJi't€>d^sb cd" soltn benstidsjq ^vuci aedsi&oBd^ iuw
OB lu; '^.33 ud 3/;.!;iot£ dxixf^ «i oioH .\t--TS/W ccr don bcc^ •xoissao
at sIoidTjE auT
. c^olofio is*! to aaoi^<*pj'‘ arid xxi bbxiciXbtiq oloidrii
^iJCxtoid3ov.V od woil baa iToxfTf" boldxd/xo
^odo.8•^Ji;^o arid “io o^Ledtnq ?’.»x3aooldBOxq> ... dax'd aia£q zi dl“
qu nwa’ib oyad ... r« 1:0 oxioa iXO'..*w4 s.trid . * 001x^3 xu./* a “io
fix rtoxdoa *lo obey a a ai adwdxdsxioo rIoirii<- aoltrx 'ic dc *. x< ...
.todd/jK airid
AjXada'xjjoo.y 5©*raw3ita ©of tt.eo to ucy; adaeiodiii ^[oaxxoidsouo arid ll .1"
. . .vaedii/oo lo iedd«m n as xlqe'i ,3aduai;n wel a ni
xjoE’ieq a yd x*t®iic>i;-ic£*up a od ,Ieiyxro3 fxi ^docr oU .d"
.^'XZx.nOB'ioq (doit) woenf wo^ nroffw
.'^Xeda*taoo*> domiao wev; “it XXa da vXqoi don oQ
n&ddeX Caaobioq Y,d ei olaorla YXqo‘4 a 10I daoopoi a Xi/i^^iag oI , 0 ”
.iVio'i ijbi.q;.'ij^oo;iX3i TO Dbdciaq \;J doxf ojta ,aoY od
frxwdOT To'i eqoXayxib ooqawd?. a *io d 'Xcoo'i d«_id JntikJ dwi .;Xi .V"
aa sooaXq .eoCLsyfea ui iiosooTqjco j.3>toi5rid to rc'^-'^ttoidsoai; odd lo
“ f'-d tio\ ao iioida-xldo
ax eo:iO aaf'd aioxu oosiaaiiqmsj aoocT uAtI oyoda acidco^
5
;s.ae de'iil on'X
Ix
t
txraH Txodd ax »vrologxa boa oXoC .anoxdairXavo gaXfn&ojioo otudaTedii crid
igaiyOTqqu axa“rix ‘xo oTaox ludlui ©dixda
, j:xx j XiYr eiaod? lo
tbonneXq YXXwloTao Baelao tCi*xX-xai.'. td:ioqp baa oToddoX tS'^'f’&'ivTodjcil"
lo nojider. ©ir.o2 .boxioaoiqqs aect odd lo aoaexdaq odd niJBTda Xixw
daotydni eaaoTO Xliw doed^ Xooivab od a'v^xrwXo bXacxte aoidowboTdaX
,
^".\^T3B3!:0C3a cl doad oXdaTO.lxsiroo bxca ^Toddaodd^i alw br:a
TBoxT ar.& *\y;'xaftoldao{j^ a od \^Xq&K od woE boa ,.0 ,S *T/[iTo3^
.oiid-iJ£o
.qq idStX iIiVX<A .XoV «v:r‘ oIorioYr.'i lo XaaTrci,.
^_;.xxdlTtf axsoilT lo Xauxtald J%. »»mX->ais dxra . TUilJT.'x ,oToO^
.'5‘X
.q «i*2uX ^liToY vfoTX t.ox.1 ,-»co2 X>£ta xulol.
It is with the multifarious comments and suggestions above listed
that the inventor of the questionnaire involved in this paper has
considered the formulation of the questionnaire as a major task. The
suggestion of ”no signature” has been followed through. Koos* emphasis on
brevity has been rigidly put to play. As attractive an introduction as
possible has been devised. An incentive to reply accurately should be
obvious in the multiple-choice check-type response, with the chance to add
any suitable answer not suggested in the list. Although the letter sent
as the first page of the questionnaire was mimeographed, the original
sampling of thirty cases revealed that a large percentage were cooperating
by sending back the filled-out forms and that the same type of letter,
attractively short, could be used for the actual loailing. To type out 150
to 200 such personal letters would have seriously delayed a carefully timed
mailing. There is no way of telling by the questionnaire retunas that a
self-addressed and stamped envelope helped encourage a larger percentage
of replies. It has been hoped that student-veterans, in return for some
free counseling, and because they were sincerely interested in helping
improve the Center, would respond in such great force as they did. It is
certain that the students are not daily confronted with the barrage of
questionnaires that the psychologist may find piled on his desk each day.
To many students a questionnaire must be a novelty they enjoy filling in.
The fact they were not overly bored is indicated by the cooperation they
showed in writing comments in the single subjective part of the
questionnaire
.
Who Are These Men?
A pertinent side- study has been made of data on each questioned
veteran filed at the Center. The main portion of the material collected on
beJail evodii baa zia&iT^oo eifoxi-'iiiXwm o/Id rldjhv' a.i dl
eM leqaq exAd xtl beriovni &iijsaaoISaetjp odd *io •xodrrovrxX r'«dd dfufd
odT .3(8Ad locAia s ax; e-iijscuioidBox'p odd lo Acidi»£tff..^o'J: odd dvioljir.aoo
iio ax2!4ft(jiao »3ooii . I^uo-idd dov/cXIol need ajeri "o-uidaxiriiB cir” noidBaagwa
aB noddouboidai xib eYidouidd** aA •X^Iq od dx;q vldiaXu .losd aad ydivaicr
od dXwode ^iX^dd*I^Jo^)B vJ.je^ od ovidxieoi'X ft/: .beairvod nsod jad oldiacoq
/ii)A od .oaaiio odd ddi^v ^oarrcqaai 9<n:d“-(oQrio eoXodo-aXqXdlx^a oxtd aX awctYcfo'
difp>3 'xt*^ doX arid xig^'^oddXA .daiX odd ni f>ods®^,^t;e :Joa *iowcxt)a ©XdridxijE ^fta
IflGX^Jlio odd ,d«dq£5i^osxiin aiiw eijjaitaoiJaew odd lo e^^q datil odd en
^axd.3't&qot>o etuv.' o<^£duooioq ogtel js dxsnd ftoXeevot aoavo AjdnciiiXd 'io ^iXi^axeu
,iod:*oI
-io eqvd oxaea '«id d>^{d dxixj aincl dwo-doXX!! odd jfoxjd scixbxi&a vrd
05X dx/o oq\;d oT .^xixXIf;.'! Xaudoxi add •so'i desix od blx/oo ,d*ioxi3 ’^Xovidooidda
b&m^j ^XXiAo*i”o B da^^Xeb ^iaxiolioa wBd blvow a'xeddoX Xjttxtoeioq doua OOS od
x« d«rid aAttP^e-i otiBXiaoidsoqp odd ycf ^xtllXod Io on ex eterlT
.sxtiXixiEx
33/:dneo*ioq logt/iX b ©SBiXfooxio boqXed eqoXovxio beqainda bxixs boeaetbbB-lXea
axiios 'tol tnude-i ni ^aixitodov-dnobudc dedd doqod Aood aod dl .aoxXqo'c lo
SnlqXed at bodce-xedax \Xe*i©onx8 o-iow >r£,dd oexiaoed 6xxb .gxxiXeaxu/oo oo*x*i
ai dl .i>xd vodd sb 8-j*io1 dBOig lioxra cl bcoacd-i bXuow ,iodnoO ©dd oToiqwx
io eaeitod oxid ddxw hedao'-:ix:oo 'V^IlBb don o*iB adaebi/da ond dxxxid xixjs.dioo
,\Bb rioBO afaeb axu xro baXxq ball x-m daigoXodoxaq odd djsdd eo'xixxirtoidBejjp
.tl ,3ftlXIxl xoQxt© x^Xovorr b ocf da uni etiaxmoidaeup b adrrobxdc x*'tajnt oT
Xodd xtoxdB'xaqooo odd x^ bsdxoxbnl ex botocf x-C*i©vo don siow x©rf'> doai odT
©rid lo dixq evldoo^dwa ©Xg:-i2 ©rid a.t ednamco gnij-xT.r ai doAoda
. ©rtififinoxdBeup
?«oil ©aOdT ©“tix ofW
boaoioeetro doBO ao adab 'to obexu xteod oBd x^>wdn«ox»i:e daeald^aq a
no bodooXXoo iBliedfim odd ao xroidioo axorx ©nT .aedaoO odd da boili; oxtedov
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the veteraji is sent to the Veterans Administration Regional Office Head-
quarters in Cincinnati, Any papers kept on the veteran at Wittenberg are
in addition to the work required for the Veterans Adiainistration and are in
the interest of the veteran who might drop in without warning after having
been through the Center once. It takes time to get baok the records from
the V.A. Regional Office in Cincinnati; it has proven worth vdiile, a good
many times, to have the skeleton record of a mem on file at the Center
Infonaation on file at the Center for each veteran-student includes
a s\anmary of advisement with signifioant bacl<ground of the case and inter-
view and testing results;^ also there is a special mimeographed form
devised by the college-side of the Center for noting all test results of
2
student-veterans who have undergone counseling.
From this data and from question responses culled from returned
inquiries, a picture of the average veteran-oounselee for each group of
questionnaires sent out can be drawn. Here is the average student at
Wittenberg who went through counseling before July, 1947
:
Ho is a single fellow, living in the men»s dormitory, a frateraity
[
house, or a private home near the oaa5)us. He is a non-disabled man,
attending Wittenberg vinder the privileges of the G.I. Bill of Rights. Ho
is twenty-three years and four months of age and has completed more than
three semesters of college work, whether that work was taken at Wittenberg,
at some other oanq;>u8 before Wittenberg, or during service. (This fact has
been ascertained from the returned questionnaires). As a pre-July visitor
and as a college-attendant, he is among the minority group -which -wras
processed at this particular Center. His group comprised 27,5 of the total
|
load of veterans passing through. The other 72.5 per cent group of -weterana
ISee Form 1902-H, Appendix B.
^See Appendix B.
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passing through the Center were from without the caji^us gates. He has a
major subject within the divisional field of the social studies, though the
percentage of students preparing for work in the humanities or natural
sciences field is close behind his own rating as a social studies major.
Within the social studies he is preparing to enter the field of secondary
education. This man was a high school student before entering service,
and he had not, at that time, planned on attending college.
How was this man chosen as the "average" from among those sent a
questionnaire who went through the Center before last July? Here sure
relevant figures culled from paper izxformation on hand at the Center and
from returned questionnaires from the group of students who attended the
Center before July. Of the hundred students in this group, fifteen per
cent are married. The single men are housed in Myers Hall, the single
dormitory for men, or in a fraternity house or in a private home. Of these
hundred men, 26 are disabled men now attending college under the provisions
of the Disabled Servicemen’s Act (Public Law 16). Two of the disabled men
are divorced with a single dependent child. Eight of them have a wife with
a single child, and two have a wife with two children. Six of them are
married without any children.
The pre-July men attending school under the G.I. Bill have nine
amnng them married without children, one among them with two children, and
two with a single child. None have been divorced.
Thirty-six per cent of these pre-July interviewees from the college
have planned on majoring in the social studies "Division." According to
the Wittenberg Catalog^ the Social Studies Division includes these subjects:
Biography, business administration, economics, education, geography,
^Wittenberg College Bulletin, 1946-1947, Springfield, Ohio, p. 64. i
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history, political science, psychology and sociology. Further quoting the
Wittenberg Bulletin xmder the expleuaation of Divisional Majors ajid Minors*
"A candidate for the A. B. Degree is required*
A. To complete in one Division a minimum of 46 hours--to be
knoTfn as a major area of concentration.
B. To complete in each of the other two Divisions a TninimiiTn
of 20 hours—to be known as minor areas of concentration." ^
Thirty-five per cent of the pre-Julyers have planned on a major
within the division of the Humanities. These Humanities include* American
literature, art, Bible, comparative literature, English, German, Greek,
Latin, music, philosophy, public speaking, romance languages.
Twenty-nine per cent of the pre-July interviewees from the campus
have indicated a divisional preference in the Natural Sciences. These
include astronomy, biology, chemistry, engineering science, geology, home
econooiics, mathematics, physical education and physics. Because so zouch
laboratory work is involved in the natural sciences the Center’s represen-
tation of this major group is probably not in line with the actual number
of veteran-attendants at Wittenberg. There is less time for these men to
be counseled. There is little doubt that they need counseling as much as,
if not more than, some of those majoring in other fields. The crowded
conditions of work in the occupations into which these men are headed-
engineering and medicine in particular—need to be brought out pointedly
to the veterans heading for these vocational fields.
Though the average man from the college counseled before July is
23 years and four months old, the age span or range of these veterans is
between 19 years nine months and thirty-four years five months.
The major job classifications^ have been used for tabulating the
types of pre-service occupation the claimant held. Of the chosen hvuidred
^Wittenberg College Bulletin, p. 66.
^Dictionary of Occupational Titles, United States Department of
Labor. Tfaitie*^ S^tates Baqpip'ymw^ ^er^^e^ Wanhingt^ P - XXIII.
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veteran-students of the pre-July category, twenty- seven were high school
|
students before entering service. Foia* more were drafted out of college
work. !Twenty-one were in sales or clerical positions before service. A
I
single man from this group held a skilled-trade Job and fourteen were in I
semi-skilled work, mostly in a war production Job as machine operators.
j
Seventeen of them were in unskilled laboring Jobs. A single man held a
managerial position and two others were in semi-professional work. Eight ;
were in service work, domestic, personal, protective or building. Five had
|
been working on the farm or in similar ’’natural" tasks. None were employed
j
at the professional level.
j
A true interpretation as to the significance of these figures can !
only be drawn by comparing them to the group of students viio have tmdergone
counseling within the past couple of months at the Center. How were the
recent college-attending veterans occupying their time before the war?
There was less chance that he was a college student but more chance that he
had been attending high school than the man -Mdio imdez*went counseling before
July. This is in line with this recent counsel ee*s college status
(freshman, sophomore, Jxanior, senior) and age. By the accompanying chart
in the appendix it is apparent that more recent advisees have passed throughi
fewer semesters of college than the previously chosen questionees. Average I
number of semesters completed for these men is 3.1, and a large number of
these men were in their freshman year. Reason for this has been explained
above in a discussion of how psychology classes—mostly elonentary and
containing freshmen—^ere called upon to comprise the bulk of the students
counseled. It will be noted by an inspection of the appendix chart that
some of the recently interviewed college men had not finished their first
semester of college. The pre-July cases, of course, by the time the
questionnaire was sent to them in Janusury or February of this year, had
passed through one or two more semesters beyond the time they were coimsel
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The chart also indicates that the veteran passing into his junior and seniojf
years at Wittenberg does not pass beyond the stage where he needs
ootmseling.
The Center has handled men during the past few months, both from
within and from without the college, who are younger in age than the former
veteraiB counseled. Many of the recent advisees saw all their service time
since the war, and a considerable number were in service for less than a
single year. Because they were younger they had a better chance of
entering service directly from high school. Of the one hundred recently !
counseled college students, 43 or almost half entered service from hi^
school, and only seven of these had anticipated college entrance by taking
the academic course. A single veteran had been in college and left to
enter service. Fourteen held sales or clerical jobs. Eight had worked on
the farm. There were no skilled tradesmen who entered the service and who
then have attended college and been counseled within the past few months.
Nineteen fall into the semi-skilled job classification, and once again most
of these men marked time before entering service by doing machine-operation
tasks. Twelve held unskilled jobs before service. Three were in some type
of home, personal, protective or building service woric. None were in eithei
the professional or semi-professional fields of employment.
From among the hundred chosen recently-attending veterans from the
campus a single one has been married, had a single offspring, then been
divorced. Once again this case is a disabled man, attending college under
Public Law 16. Seventy-nine of them are independent single men. Two are
married with two youngster dependents and six are married with a single
issue. There is a slight decline in the number of dependent children
represented in these recent college counselees. An even dozen vets who
have visited the Center recently are married but have no children.
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The chart included in Appendix A demonstrates that sixty-four out
of a hundred veterans visiting the Center have heen from the college rather
than from outside the campus. This represents an increase of 36.5 per cent
in college cases over the group presenting themselves at the Center before
last July.
By way of siunmary of these few figures presented, it is apparent
that the most recently counseled veteran is younger, has completed less
semesters in college, has a better chance of having entered service from
high school, is more likely to be single or, if married, has less children
than the student-veteran who participated in the services of the Center
before last July. He has also been the more representative veteran at the
Center than in the minority as he was last spring.
Efforts Made to Get More Enthusiastic Response
Beyond the Original Letter Sent to Veteran- Students
A. Follow-up Postal Sent
In March, "delinquent account" postals were mailed to eighty
student-veterans who had not returned their questionnaires. Copy of the
message typed to these students on a penny postal is reproduced herebelow:
Dear
Would you please look \mder your pile of textbooks
and term papers on your desk, find that three-page mimeo-
graphed inquiry form from the Wittenberg Guidance Center,
and fill it out and return it right now? If by chance you
have mislaid your copy, we’ll be glad, to see you at the
Center for another.
I'm sure you'll help.
Robert E. Belding,
Counselor
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Returns brought from this postal-prod were sufficient to make a
total response of seventy-one per cent. Forms were still dribbling in
from the original mailing when the postal was mailed, so it is difficult
to estimate just how many replies were sent in as a result of the postal
alone. Very roughly it can be stated that between sixteen and twenty-two
returns came directly as a result of the postal prod.
B. Letter and Fresh Inquiry Blank Sent as Final Prod
Just ten days after the postal had been mailed to those veteran-
students who had failed to respond, a final letter was initiated and
mailed to fifty-eight veterans who had still failed to be stirred by the
former requests. Enclosed with this letter was a second copy of the
inquiry form. Here is a copy of the letter typed individually to each of
these "procrastinating delinquents."
Wittenberg College
Guidance Center
April 5, 1948
Dear ;
We are sure it has been an oversight on your part
that the inquiry form mailed to you by us more than a
month ago has not been returned. You will find enclosed
another copy of the inquiry in case you have mislaid the
first one sent you. Would you give the form a new start
right now, fill in the questions asked, €ind return it to
the Guidance Center in the attached self-addressed and
stamped envelope?
Other veterans who will be undergoing the counseling
process here will benefit by your own suggestions offered.
Plans are already well under way to improve the services
offered to veterans at the Guidance Center, and your own
responses will be taken into consideration in making things
better for your own buddies who may pass through here in
the future.
Fellow veterans have been very cooperative, as
three out of every four sent the form have returned it.
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Would you please help to make it a one hundred per cent
return?
Confidently,
Counselor
Last-minute counts on the number of responses brought from this
final appeal shov; that eight students have answered as a direct result of
this written appeal. This brings the total number of responses to just
seventy-five per cent, or 150 in number. It is on the basis of these
total responses that the figures quoted in the following chapter of
findings have been compiled.
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CHAPTER VI.
REPLIES TO THE QUESTlONHAIRES - A LISTING OF ALL COMMENTS
TOGETHER WITH PERCENTAGE AND IMPLICATIONS OF YES AND NO RESPONSES
Responses From Those Interviewed Before Last JUly
In soiling the oomments oontributed« there was a notioeable
differenoe in the length and niimber of oomments between the forms
returned from the pre-July inteiv^iewees and the recently interviewed men.
I
The more recent counselees were freer and more lengthy in their comments
ij
|: than the former counselees. The explanation on this tendency in returns
should be obvious: because the men vdio have undergone guidance more
ii recently remember the Center *s functioning and its specific contributions
and shortcomings more clearly, they were more willing to make comments.
Actually there were sixty-eight comments from the pre-July respondees and
eighty-three from those undergoing advisement more recently.
Here is a systematic coo^ilation of oomments made by student-
veterans who were interviewed before last JUly . The returned question-
naires were identified as pre-Julyers because of a pre-mailing underlining
of a group of important words on the front page of the questionnaire. The
more recently interviewed did not have these words underlined on their
questionnedre s •
l^ny of these comments xoay appear irrelevant by themselves. But
only by reporting them all can a total picture of the deficiencies of the
Center be established. All comments have some bearing on the Center *s
functioning. Comments very pertinent to the direct improvement of the
functioning of the Guidance Center will be signaled by an asterisk (*)^
within the comments. These asterisked items will later be brought into a
~^An asterisk indicates this item is later referred to and repeated
in the chapter entitled "Conclusions and Recommendations."
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final discussion of specific in^rovements to be made based on comments.
A reference to the mimeographed questionary appended will show
that question I.A included seven numbered subdivisions. Here are the ten
answers filled in by veterans in item seven of l.A called "For any other
reason?" (did you come to the Guidance Center):
"Orders from V.A.
"
(likely because of poor college grades or
inappropriate major)
"V.A. order under P.L. 16."
"Sent by Ohio State Eh5)loyment Service."
"I heard of it and thought it could help me."
"Public Law 16, required."
"To receive benefits under Public Law 16."
"To see if I had picked the correct field."
"I really wanted to find out if I were pursuing the right
courses here in school."
"To see if my choice of profession would correspond to the
findings."
From the above answers it is clear that another reason for
visiting the Guidance Center should have been listed for encirclement:
"Because of convulsion under Public Law 16." Hen forced to go through
counseling under Publio Law 16 have not received the type of guidance the
Center would prefer to give; guidanse under convulsion does not establish
the most cooperative and highly desirable type of relationship between the
coimselor and claimant. Both counselors at the Center have felt that the
most effective guidance has been done with those oases in which the
olaimeoit came of his own volition.
TABLE At Reasons for Visiting the Center
Suggestion of Curiosity Own Accord Instructor *s Suggestion of
Faculty Adviser For Help Advice Personal Firiends
1 5 24 8 6
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Tabulation of the enoiroled responses under section I.A of the
form discloses that a single olaimant -visited -the Center at the suggestion
of the faculty adviser (actually there have been several more). Five
admitted it was curiosity that drove them to guidance. Twenty-four
visited on their own accord because they thought the Center could be of
assistance in some problem and eight visited because of advice from an
instructor (some of these instructors may have suggested guidance in their
CE^acity of facul-t^ adviser). One -was interested in psychology and had
this as reason for a visit. Six -visited -bhrough propaganda from personal
friezids. The rest did not indicate why they visited.
Question I.B on the inquiry form lea-ves place for comment after
this interrogation: "Did you make your original appoin-tment with a
minimum of difficulty?" Comments made number three:
"Yes, however a few times other interviewees overlapped into
my time allotted." (There never has been time "cdlot-fced"
at the Center.)
"Most rapid government service yet."
"No difficulty at all."
One of these oosments -was reasonable criticism. Occasions of
excessive -waiting are rare. Phone answering is inevitable. The Center
has bent o-ver backvratrds to be of service to veterans at their o-wn most
convenient time. This has occasionally resulted in interruptions and
overlappings, and the Individual -who ran into this condition had no reason
-to know it -was not -the usuelI type of lack of good service. Other comments
were oon^limentary.
TABLE B: Humber of Students Feeling They Did and Did Not Run
Into Difficulties In Making of Original Appoin-fcment~for Intei*view.
Did Not experience trouble in appoin-tment. DID
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The above table indioates the number of favorable and unfavorable
responses to the question about ease of making original appointment.
Often if one veteran had difficulties, it was because some other veteran
had failed to show up for his appointstent on time.
Question I.C readst "Did you feel you did an undue amount of
waiting for any part of the processing?" The two comments made by pre-
Julyers under this item weret
"Once I started taking the tests everything went along fine."
(This may be interpreted as an ir^lication that the original
talk with the interviewer was agony.)
"For the amount of work they had to do I think they did vejry
well."
An elaboration on the first comment would have been more helpful
toward an improvement of the Center's functioning.
Fifty-nine encircled the "No", indicating there was little waiting,
whereas a single interviewee encircled "Tes."
The next sub-question read thust "Did you feel the personnel at
the Center welcomed you cordially and were genuinely interested in your
problem?" The four comments follows
"Definitely fine Job. Hope the sex*vioe continues."
*"N6t necessarily personally interested, but doing the Job
they were supposed to do vexy well." (a serious criticism
indeed)
"They were all most helpful and considerate."
"ly answer (yes) refers to Mr. Miller only. He seemed to
me the only sincere person there."
These are among the most critical remarks listed by the veterans.
The personnel were glad to know through use of the comment space that their
services were appreciated, but they were not happy to know that their own
sincerity was not felt throughout the counselee's experience with the
Center.
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Unanimously among the "yes, no" enoirolings on this question there
were complimentary answers.
Question I.E states: "Did you feel you were *at ease* at the
Center so you could talk freely with the counselor?" There were three
comments made under this inquiry:
*"A few of the times there was no privacy. Others in the same
room should not hear what another veteran *s special problems
are."
There is a frivolous and unhelpful suggestion that the counselor was
putting on a vaudeville act in one comment:
"More or less like a father-son routine."
Comment from a psychology major in his senior year:
"The rapport was fine."
Since the time the majority of the pre-July counselees went
through advisement, there have been physical improvements laade which
eliminated much noise and created a better feeling of privacy. However
beceuse of poor air circulation and a lack of properly distributed
i^dlators, there are still reasons for keeping doors opai during interview
and test sessions. Covmselors have tried to be discrete in this matter,
and have interviewed behind closed doors where it seemed wise. Plans can
be made, however, whioh could make the intez*viewee feel he was not broad-
casting his problems throughout the Center.
Qicircled responses for this "at ease" question showed that only
three of the sizty-one marked answers were negative.
Under section I.F there was no comment made. Those tdio felt the
counselor gave enough explanation about the tests before administration
numbered forty-nine. A single re spondee indicated that there was
insufficient explanation.
Section Two (II) concerns the discussion of test results and
divuleffioe v^th suggestions on the qpnplete problem. The questionnaire
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gives no room for oomments under each sub-item but gives adequate space for
any general or specific oomments after the five questions. "Any oomments
on any of the above statements?" Here are the general comments for this
sections
"Results of advisement and tests reaffirmed valuable interviews
and tests I took before the war."
"l believe the interview was a help in determining in tidiioh
field I was best suited. It helped me verify what I was
already pretty sure of."
"it seemed to me that the person in charge of the testing did
not keep strict attention to the time allowed for testing."
"I think those tests (which ones?) can be pretty well swayed
the way the applicant wants them."
"I felt that Mr. Miller did a fine job."
"I received my testing program at another center. The tests
were forwarded here. The counselor talked over my problem,
then did a very satisfactory piece of interpretation of tests
and ended up by throwing a lot of beneficial light on my
problem. A smooth and adeqxiate job of counseling."
"The results are too general. I wanted them to show me the
only job 1 could do: they showed at least a dozen jobs I
could fit into." (The counselors are not dictators.)
"The counselor was fine and knew this work."
"I learned nothing new about myself as far as my likes,
dislikes and abilities were concerned."
"The counselor did not get to the base of my problem because
of lack of knowledge about a highly specialized field."
"When I took the specified tests the person in charge was
talking to other men taking the tests and on another occasion
was continually talking to her helper in the office. This
was vex*y distracting."
"At time of my visit the offices were being remodeled but
the prevailing conditions were the best possible."
"At that time there was no partition so there was a lot of
noise."
"Would not say best possible conditions, but good enough."
"Tests were of some value because I was fairly sure of my
vocation but I wanted to see if I had enough qualifications
for it."
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“in most cases test results merely confirmed my own self-
evaluation."
*"Tests were ziot Infallible and 1 could *see through* some
tests of which fact 1 necessarily took cognizance."
4<"At time I visited the Center for ooxmsel on college courses,
the guidance man didn't even have a Wittenberg catalog to
consult. My problem was essentially one of courses to take
for Toy chosen divisional field."
*"Xhe interest tests were inadequate in that I wae interested
in a series of intelligence tests."
"He helped me as much as he could; he didn't get to the base
of my problem; nobody has ever come close to it; 1 have paid
out hundreds of dollars for someone to discover my problem;
I haven't the sli^test idea what it is myself. I'm quite
sure it is either physical or mental."
"Is it fair to compare a senior majoring in English with a
freshman majoring in math?" (The claimant might have helped
had he elaborated on this remark.)
Of these comments written by the veterans, five were definitely
complimentary, five were questionable in that they were too sparing of
words as to just what was meant, three were clearly uncoiq>limentary but
unconstructive, and one was unjust.
TABLE C t Percentage of Responses Under Each Sub-head Wiliiin ;^e Item
"II.A, On the basis of interview you may have been given certain
tests. Then you talked over test results and discussed your
problem with the counselor."
Did you feel tester Did you feel quietest
gave enough attention? test conditions
prevailed?
YES 92^ 6^
KO Z2%
Did you feel tests were oft great some
value value
21% 62%
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gave enough
time?
94^
little
value
17%
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other third were pointing out a serious lack of the Center—proper testing
oonditions. This is the first remedy that must be undertaken in an
improvement of the Center. Only fourteen thought the tests alone were of
great value and eleven felt they were of little value. Ifost (forty-three)
felt they were of some value. This is somewhat in line with what the
counselors had hoped—that student veterans who have gone through the
Center do not feel that tests are everything but that they fit in as a
part of the oomplete adviseioent picture.
As answer to the question ”Did you feel that the counselor gave
you enough time?" one respondee wrote:
"My counselor was Mr. Miller. He had such a deep interest in
my problems that I was beginning to think he had the problems
and I was the counselor—a very good man."
Four felt that the coimselor was stingy with his time and an even
three soore felt he was generous.
The next question reads: "Did you feel the counselor got to the
base of your problem or did you believe the interview itself was inadequate
and superficial?" A solitary response was written to this question.
"Not enough information given relative to the future or
importance of a veteran’s field of study. Too many veterans
are going into a field of study for idiich they are not
suited. A check on student’s college grades would give
counselor basis for a reprimand. Vfhy shouldn’t oovinselor
see that G.I.s are getting most out of college?"
Thirty-two felt the counselor got to the base of their problems and six
felt otherwise. The rest did not egress themselves on this checking
question.
Roman numeral three (III.) of the inquiry form concerns the total
effectiveness of the Center. Here are quotations made conoeming the over-
all effectiveness:
"I’m very much pleased with the work the Center did for me."
"A better place or facilities to take tests without disturbance
n
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"My disoussion of vocational possibilities after graduation
was of groat value in helping me with my problem."
"The Guidance Center was excellent in every respect to my
experience with it."
"Your continued desire to bo of help has been shown by your
inquiry form. There’s little wanting in the complete
picture of your service. If you can do as well by others
as you have by mo, vive le centre .
"
And the other extreme
t
"I cannot see what good the Guidance Center is doing as far
as educational and vocational guidance are concerned."
"My compliments to the Center and its fine staff. My contact
with them was worth, many fold, the time I spent. I*d advise
and encourage all veterans to take advantage of the guidance
offered. Thank wu for the good job in my case." (from a
psychology major)
"Three or four conferences would have been more meaningful
than the two 1 had."
"Very well worked out as long as the subjects I*ve chosen
do not fall out of my curriculum."
Here are specific comments on sub(piestions of Section III of the
questionnaire. Question A readsi "Are your studies directed toward the
occupational goal or goals suggested and worked out between you and the
counselor at this Center?" Responses readt
"The decision was only on general lines."
"Thanks to you my major was changed. I am very satisfied
and certain that now I*m studying what I»m cfi^>able of
doing and what 1 like to do."
"Partly."
"I really don’t know what I want to do after graduation."
"My counselor gave me very good advice."
"My college major at present is fine arts, only because I
cannot major in my real interest at Wittenberg."
"I had already chosen my goal and the counselor agreed with
my choice."
"I still am interested in this field." (engineering)
i
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One of these comments indicates an effective Job of guidance was
done; five are not helpful in determining effectiveness, and one reflects
a feeling that a poor Job was done. As for the actual total encircling of
"yes" and "no" on this question, thirty-six indicated a positive answer
and only five a negative. Much help might have been given to specific
improvement of the Center had the comments been less vague.
Question III.B is: "If you have changed your ideas as to your
goal since the conference, please tell briefly what changes have been made
and what you now plan to have as your college major." Comments ux^er this
item are generally to the point:
"Instead of continuing with major in business ad with selling
objective, I have quit school and am successfully selling
without further undergoing the rigmarole of a formal
education with so much irrelevant subject matter forced
upon me." (Indicative of the in^atience for a practical
education desired by so many G.I.s.)
"Ho change. Just a coagulation of n^r vocational desires."
"Business Ad as major—substituted Pol. Soi. in lieu of
Scon, as a minor. This was in accord with counselor *s
suggestion and is an improvement for me.”
"I am going into the seme geiseral field but a different
branch."
"The tests showed interests and altitudes in masio, and
since then I have discovered that my real talents are in
art."
"I was loajoring in engineering but I oouldn*t choose between
civil and mechanical. After taking tests and after discussing
this with the counselor I am now directing my efforts to
civil engineering."
"On the basis of the interview, with proper proportion of
consideration of test results, my goal has been enlightened
in the psychological field and its possibilities."
A single comment indicated the Center was ineffective in its
guidance. One response was vague in determining whether or not the
services were helpful. One showed that the re^ondee might benefit by a
return trip to the Center. Five indicated that effective guidance was
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offered.
The third sub-queetion under total effectiveness of the Center
reads t "Are you undecided as to your goal?" Three comments were listed
imder this inquiry:
«"l am undecided in what field but not in what phase."
"I have a few different ;jobs in mind."
"ffhat is ment by goal?”
Two of the answers listed here cure not clear enough to tell whetiier
the guidance was good or bad. The last answer indicates, besides the
claimant’s inability to copy proper spelling, that there was room for
clearer definition of terms within the questionnaire. It is a definite
criticism of the form of the questionnaire itself. Nineteen respondees
answered "yes" in their uncertainty as to their goals. Thirty-one
answered "no". There is no doubt that some of the "yes" answers might
benefit by a return exiga^ement at the Center.
Following is a table indicating in what areas of guidance the
claimants felt they might have received more assistance:
TABLE D: Number of Students Tjho Felt the Center Might
Have Helped lEem More in
*
^erbain Areas of Guidance
In Home In Educational In Community In Vocational In Personal
Problems Problems Relations Problems Problems
3 12 3 15 14
From the above table it is apparent that the Center might have
helped three gentlemen more in their particular home problems and a dozen
in educational problems, three in community problems, and fifteen in
vocational plans. Fourteen indicated they h8td pressing personal problems
which the counselor might have helped. Problems in educational adjustment
may eventually be vocational in nature; there is no doubt that the Center
4p. to focus its in^rovement in type of guidance offered on the
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vocational sphere. Perhaps some of these former counselees could get more
definite vocationed help at the Center today than they were ahle to get
before last July. Since that time the cccupatlonal library has expanded
three-fold and it has become more easy to use^ both by a counselor and by
the inquisitive counsel ee.
In response to the question ”Do you think the Guidance Center (1)
threw light on your problem? (2) helped you moderately? or (S) completely
befuddled you so you don't know which way you are going?" the answers lined
up as follows t twelve had light thrown on their problem; thirty-one were
helped moderately; and a single individual was left befuddled.
In most instances respondees have been able to put the finger on
one or two of the most effective services the Center had to offer. Twenty-
six felt the interpretation of test results alone was most helpful; twenty-
three checked discussion of possible educational or vocational plans.
Although the occupational library has been thoroughly thumbed over both
by counselors and by interviewees only one respondee indicated this wan the
single valuable service offered. Six felt that review of specific
employment projects after completion of education was of value to them.
In this review there has almost invariably been reference to the
occupational files, yet only a single person pointed out the value of the
files per se .
Although the Center has accumulated a sizable library of school
catalogs, many of them acquired for help to a specific individual, no
student felt that this service was sufficient value to check the response.
Seven veterans admitted the Center had been of value in giving them
a chance to relieve their chests of some gripe or pressing problem.
Responses in comment form from the pre-July category are particu-
larly significant within the section ^ich measures the coiqplete effective-
i ness of the Center's functioning. It is from this section that the writer
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of this paper oan ascertain any long-range effectiveness of counseling.
True, it may be a little early to measure adequately the over-all picture
of guidance at this Center. A questionnaire sent out in another year would
be a more accurate measure of long-range value. There are significant
responses given by the pre-July inquirees which indicate, even at this
early date, that there is belated recognition of the value of the guidance
services offered. Here are comments from returned inquiry fonns idiioh are
encouraging in displaying the Center's effectiveness at least seven months
after interview*
*”1 coiildn't realize it last spring, but 1 know now that you did
well to advise me to take education courses with my social
studies major. 1 now feel that the best thing I can do with
my major is teaoh it. I*ve Just done practice teaching and
liked it immensely. I*m quite s\ire pedagogy is the thing for
me.”
*"Ur. Miller somehow saw far beyond what I could about my own
abilities and interests. He advised me to attend art school
rather than Wittenberg—a liberal arts institution. I did
well to change at his suggestion. Otherwise I*d still be
misfitted into too varied a curriculum idien \diat I really
want is concentration on art."
"Frankly until I received this questionnaire I hadn't thought
that it was actually your guidance which set me on the right
track, scholastically."
"Dr. Ullman was vehement and almost unfriendly in his suggestion
that I change my major from education to business administration.
I resented being told so frankly, but now I'm glad he pointed
his finger at me the way he did. In light of my Navy back-
ground especially I'm better suited to what I'm now heading
for. Dr. Ullman did his advising mostly on my personality.
Now I see where he's right."
"Prom pre-engineering to math teaching major. I'm sure I'll
have good chance of finding suitable work, though I was
uncertain about the change when you suggested it."
"My foreign language oiajor has become domestic as suggested
by counselor. I feel better now."
"l^y change from psychology major to history has been a good
one. Since last February, when I saw you, my point average
has zoomed and my worries lowered. As you said, my dozen
hours in psych, can always be put to good use."
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"Your advice came almost too late. The quick shift frcm
accounting to sedes emphasis helped me get the selling
job I now have and like."
"At the counselor's suggestion I*v© investigated the dosen
forestry schools he named and have definitely plamed on
attending Univ. of Oregon. I believe that's the school he
said would be the best for my particular forestry interest."
General comments found at the end of the questionnaire and mostly
concerning total effectiveness are here listed:
"Might have given more definite advice as to prospects and
wages in the field I wanted information on."
"Little stress placed on specific en5>loyment prospects. Maybe nobody
knows in my particular field." (did not name field)
"Counselor offered a half dozen job possibilities. I wanted
a single and specific goal." (Too specific guidance is not
the function of this Center.)
”lSy ideas and goals have not changed but 1 feel that it is so
much red tape to attempt to classify a person's goal according
to a book of occupational numbers. This is, of course^ not a
fault of yours. I think guidance should be toward a general
end and not a ^ecific goal. I realize the law of the Y.A.
states that a single life-time occupation must be set for me
as there is but one job I can possibly do because I lost the
little finger on my left hand in combat. I think your own
guidance is excellent, but I can't agree with the government
when they say that because I'm disabled there is only one job
out of 40,000 that I can hold.”
Li this last comment the claimant is right. He had an opportunity
to use the unsigned questionnaire for blowing off steam, but his remarks
are of no real help in rendering the services offered more efficient or
effective. These comments in general are helpful in indicating to the
counselors where they might put more stress in their discussions.
Although no veterans were asked to sign their names, some of the
more critical remarks came from those who deigned to sign. There is a
feeling that those idio signed were very sincere in their remarks. Foxir
of the pre-July men affixed their signatures.
The chapter of this paper entitled "Who Are These Men" gives
tabvilations and interpretations from the last inquiries of the
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questionnaire. These oonoem the age, number of college semesters
oooq>leted, and major field of studies. Also there is in the appendix a
graphic representation of results from these same questions.
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Responses From Those Interyievred Recently
Of the returned questionnaires eighty-three, or well over half,
were from student-veterans who have been through guidance at the Wittenberg
Center during the past few months of operation. The majority return from
this group goes along with the fact that there are more comments from the
recently interviewed. The e:q>erience at the Center is closer at hand and
the interest is still more active than in some of the boys vdio visited
before last July.
Followixig is a tabulation of both the comments and the encircled
or checked answers on the questionnaire. These include only replies from
the recently interviewed student-veterans.
TABLE E: Reasons Given For Visiting The Center
Suggested
by fao#
adviser
or dean
Out of
curiosity
and on
their own
Suggested
by an
instructor
Because of
intei*est
in psych.
Suggested
by friend
Other
reasons
11 34 21 7 4 4
Eleven men visited the Guidance Center at the suggestion of a
faculty adviser or dean. The faculty advisers and deans have taken
increased interest in the Center vrithin the past few months. Note that
only one student from among the pre-July group visited the Center at the
suggestion of a faculty adviser or dean. The Center, as stated before, was
publicized as a college service when the school reopened in September, and
there has been increased cooperation from both faculty and administration
since that time.
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No student from among the recently counseled admits -visiting the
Center out of sheer curiosity. Thirty-four visited for advisement of their
OTOi accord because they felt the Center could help them with some problem.
Twenty-one were sent at some instructor *s suggestion. Many of the students
who heard about the Center directly from the faculty were in psychology
classes, and seven visited because of their admitted interest in
psychology. Four came at the suggestion of a friend.
Four came for "other reasons":
"To find out definite weaknesses."
"Wanted to for my own sake."
"To get an idea of my true ce^abilities—scientifically
reliable ideas."
"At the advice of the V.A."
Question B under Section I asks: "Did you make your original
appointmaat with a minimum of difficulty?" The written comments were as
follows:
"ify appointment, interview and counseling were done -with a
minimum of difficulty."
"Everything seemed to be very well organized."
"Surprisingly little trouble in making appointment."
"Considerate primarily of my own free time. A genuine and
old-fashioned example of good service."
"All persons were very polite €ind helpf^."
"I was very surprised at the unusual lack of formality vdiich
one usually has to go through to get something done by a
ziumber of persons."
Included in these comments is one of the finest con^liments that
could be received. All these written comments were on the coj^limentajry
side. None were particularly helpful in giving ideas as to how to improve
service offered. Here again is e-videnoe that the Center is impro-ving with
age. Two -veterans indicated they had difficulty in making an original
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appointment and sixty- seven indicated they had little or no difficulty.
Question three says* ’’Did you feel you had to do an undue amount
of waiting for any part of the processing?" Here is the single comment
under this itaa:
"l was very pleased with the rapidity of the entire process*
yet I did not feel hurried. Service was streamlined, yet
very effective,"
Forty-nine students felt they did no undue amount of waiting. None
felt they had to wait excessively long.
Section I, item D, the next question in the inquiry form, says*
"Did you feel the personnel at the Center welcomed you cordially and were
genuinely interested in your problem?" The first of the comments is a
severe criticism; the last seems unjust,
I felt they worked because it was their duty,"
"Mr, Hiller got to the crux of my problem very quickly."
"The counselor was overwhelmingly tactful in his method of
getting information."
”I*ve been through Human Engineering Lab and through your
Center. There's no comparison! Your Center uses test
results discretely. The H«E.L. uses them violently and
should have another »L* attached,"
"Of all veterans services (and I've been throu^ seven of
them) I felt the personnel at the Center were the most
interested in a veteran's problem in social adjustment."
"l was again very surprised at the personal touch."
"The help was helpful."
"Could have shown more interest in general, instead of only
in the fields which were chosen as a major."
"Not much personal interest though."
The man -vdio made the last statement signed his name; the counselor
had spent a total of eighteen hours of counseling time in seven different
sessions with this man. One evening the counselor spent more than two
hours beyond closing time to help the man in a serious home problem. In
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this particular case it is felt the Interviewee was insensitive to the help
the counselor at least tried to give him. The claimant had been divorced
once, leaving the first wife with an unwanted child, and was seriously
thinking of divorcing his second wife within a month of marriage. He has
since left school for lack of any real scholastic ability and is now doing
well as a tazi driver in his home town. The counselor had encouraged an
adjustment in that direction.
The above case is the only one in which the individual concerned
did not feel, in checking responses, that the personnel had given genuine
personal interest; sin even eighty felt the people at the Canter were
cordial and that personal interest was shown.
"Did you feel you were *at ease* at the Center so you could talk
freely with the counselor?" Written comments imder this question are here
quoted;
"lity counselor was especially helpful—talked to me at length
on two occasions."
"Mr. Miller, my counselor, was as interested as I to find
out my weakness."
"The counselor created a feeling of at ease with a minimum
of effort."
"Mr. Belding seemed very understanding and willing to help."
Though these remarks are oomplimenteury in nature, they do not
indicate any constructive criticism. As for the encircled responses, four
men indicated they were not at ease and sixty- seven that they felt
comfortable in all parts of the processixig.
^estion I.F asks if, in the opinion of the oounselee, the inter-
viewer gave enough of an explanation about the tests before they were
taken. Several comments were elicited from the recently interviewed
respondees:
"The purpose of each test should have been explained more
fully."
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"Perhaps a little too much."
"Yes, both ladies were very willing to explain the tests."
"a ooii^lete ejqplanation was rendered before the tests.”
*"l didn»t get much e3^1anation« but it is ;Just as well, for
too much build-up might have caused me to be on guard in
my answering."
Once again these answers in comment form were not generally con-
structive, but they were favorable. Obviously a single answerer
misinterpreted the question asked (which might very well be an indication
that the question was not clearly worded). The last response listed above
was unexpected; it has been the policy of the counsellors to do just enough
explaining to be helpful. In this case the individual was acute enough to
recognize that the covinselor had gone just far enough in his e3q>lanation;
he also realized what might have happened had the counselor gone farther
in his explanation.
Sixty-seven favorably encircled responses were given for thi« item,
whereas there were only two negative replies.
No q>ecific comments were made on the question concerning adequate
attention from the testers. Eighty-one of the eighty-three respondees did
not feel testing was part of an Ixi^ersonal assembly line.
The most severely criticized part of the entire processing was
underlined in the responses to the next question. Twelve answerers
admitted the tests were not being given them under the best conditions.
This is an indication that in spite of considerable rebuilding of the
Center for the purpose of quieting the test room, this room still was not
quiet. It is possible the testers and all personnel were noise conscious
when special facilities for testing were not present; they became careless
about talking when they felt the facilities were better. Comments
concerning this question were ovendielmingly unconqjlimentary and helped to
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make this failing of the Center even more pointed than the enoiroled
responses could do.
"They were fairly quiet, considering the facilities the
Center had for use."
"One of my tests was taken under very noisy conditions in
the hall."
"Lights were poor and the noise was quite disturbing at
times."
"The teste were given in an office where two women were working
sold one other subject of testing was also working. A better
solution would have been a private room or booth for each
subject undergoing these tests."
"while the conditions were adequate, they were not the best
for giving tests."
"A high-pitched Limey voice was chief disturbance—even though
it was behind closed doors in another office. 1 thought it
might have been an iimocent customer undergoing coxmseling,
but I later discovered it was one of the personnel at the
Center."
Following is a table to indicate responses for the next questiont
TABLE F: How the Recently Interviewed Have Felt
About Value of Tests Given
Of Great Value Of Some Value Of No Value
9 37 one
Nine felt the tests were of great value, thijrby-seven felt they
were of some value and only one felt they were of no value. A remark made
by an unidentifiable respondee indioates what is meant by "of some value":
"Since the tests backed up my choice of profession, I may be
inclined to underestimate their value. 1 believe they could
be of great value to one who is uncertain as to objectives."
It would have been of considerable help if others y&io felt there
had been some value to the tests had come foz*th with further information
as to why they answered the way they did.
Forty-three oounselees felt the counselor was generous with his
time and four felt he was rushing through. Many of the rushed-through
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oases oould have taken up the invitation always extended by the counselor
to return for further discussion. Though this is a serious criticism of
the counselors, it has been in^ossible xinder the usual pressure felt at the
Center to give as much time to each individual as the counselor would like
to have given. The average time spent on counseling college interviewees
recently has been eight and a half hours. This is considerably more time
than spent by some of the surrounding guidance centers, and is as ouch or
[ more than the government had planned for each Individual vdxo underwent
advisement.
Six veterans admitted the interview was inadequate and superficial,
whereas thirty-eight felt the counselor got to the base of the problem and
I
shed light on it.
I
Comments were generally encouraging, though not specifically
constructive:
"The complete guidance verified my beliefs. I*m much more
confident I*m doing the right thing now. I*ve a better
attitude toward my work emd I»m sure the guidance has
helped measurably."
"l had no educational problem at the time, but wanted reliable
substantiation as to the direction of my schooling. .Another
problem (of the home) was discussed at length and freely with
the counselor."
"As befor two much weight was plased on the field I said was
my major. I would also have like to have known if I were
suted for something else from the vacational intrest test."
(This student is making mediocre accon^lishment at college
i^th some of his poorest marks in English and psychology,
his probable majors. The counselor attempted to sxiggest a
transfer to a business school, but was unsuccessfiil. Claimant
had had some success as a clerk in the army.)
"I felt I had no problem, or at least a minor one, if such.
My objective was to substantiate my choice of profession,
and the testing program did that. The interview was
entirely adequate and satisfactory."
"The base was reached, but I should have liked more or further
information on it. I remmaber the counselor spent considerable
time with me over two occupation pamphlets on teaching as a
career and helped md from his own e:q>erience, but the more
information he gave me the more I wanted. It wasn't helpful
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even when he tried to svmmarize the readings and statements
we had discussed. I feel I would have been better off if
he had given me nothing specific." (A case for more guidance ?||
"Both answers are strong; the real answer is someplace in
between."
A number of general comments were made under Section II of the
opinionnaire. Some of these might have been answered uzuler one of the
sub-items in this general question, but the comments reseirved to be quoted
under the general section fit the entire question of discussion of test
results and conclusions drawn.
"As I already have one chosen profession, 1 was more interested
in special lines. The counselor has helped me a great deal in
planning my future work. The tests helped me to plan a hobby
and also helped me prove to myself that I was in the right
occupation." (This is one of the most oonqplimentary remarks
as to the proper use of tests at this Center.)
"The counselor hit the base of the problem without a lot of
formal questioning. I was pleasantly surprised."
"I did not seek guidance soon enough for it to be of benefit
to me." (One suggested in^rovement is based on this comment.)
"The tester gave as little time as possible, there was plenty
of disturbing noise in the testing room and the counselor
seemed to be in a hurry."
"l had no particular problem; just wanted to see how my aptitudes
measured on scientifically devised tests and what the counselor
would do with them. I was satisfied with the results as the
counselor wont far beyond mere interpretation of test results.
We talked something over thoroughly that I*d never thought of
before, and I*m adjusting scholastic program in line with
suggestions offered by the adviser."
"Without your counsel I obviously would have wasted four years
of college."
"I felt service was satisfeictory. I have made many future
plans -wMch were at part dependent upon information I
received from this service."
"interview was purely a discussion of the test scores and the
percentile interpretation. It had nothing to do with
’guidance’ as the name isq>lies. Perhaps a little more
personal discvission would help. Talk about the veteran’s
likes and dislikes, plans, abilities, opportunities, etc."
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The over-all effectiveness of the Center in light of the claimant's
present plans was measured in the third principal section of the question-
naire. In this section it was hoped the comments and encirclements of real
value would come on the pre-July interviewees, as this former group could
give a better indication of long-range effectiveness of the Center.
However in general the more recently intexviewed Indicate that the Center
is in the process of improvement and that there is a feeling of more
personal attention given, mostly because there is now sufficient personnel
at the Center to handle a normal load of veteran claimants.
Forty-three respondees feel their studies are now directed toiimrd
I
general goals agreed on between the counselor and counselee. Only two are
;
sure their studies are not headed in that general direction. Here again an
elucidation under the space for comments would have helped measurably to
I
increase the effectiveness of the Center. It is significant to note here,
as elsewhere in the inquiry responses, that results of guidance from the
Center are generally very favorable. It will be well to keep this in mind
i
during the final chapter of this paper which treats all the assembled
unfavorable comments in one discouraging mass.
! The type of comment under III.A is interesting in the variety of
I
remark presented. Some men made far-fetched comments with no particular
:j
foundation for the sake of writing in something. Some formed basis for
I
constructive criticism vdxile others indicated the obvious: they had
visited the Center from a psychology class because it was through these
classes that the Center had first been advertised to college students.
Some of these visited for curiosity and felt they had no real problem. In
the reconsaendations for betterment of the Center, it is clear that some of
the curious from the psychology sections who have "no" need for any type
of guidance be replaced by some of those very badly in need of guidance.
Here are comments from under the question: "Are ypar studi es directed i
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toward the oocupational goal or goals suggested and worked out between you
and the counselor at this Center?”
”A poorly constructed sentence for the choice of answers
enumerated.” (a pre-medic student)
4<”Educational plans were discussed at length. I should like
to have heard more about what vocations my education was
heading me for.”
”When I was counseled I was studying what I am today, but
received helpful confirmation as to idiat I was doing.”
>^”But they could go one step farther by assisting in schedule
arrangements for major and minor subjects—something my
assigned facility adviser seems incapable of doing.”
"Tests more or less confirmed conclusions I had arrived at
for myself."
"Your verbage is attrocious.” (only comment on entire form)
"I had already decided. We merely agreed it was all right
according to the interview results and the tests.”
"As nearly as could be expected."
"Not as yet."
"Yes, I was dubious as to whether teaching was suitable in
the case of my position in life and it did suggest this
very thing.”
"Counseling undergone 1st sem. sr. yr.; could have profited
three years eeorlier,"
It is interesting to note that the two first starred comments in
the above quotations happen to be two of the most constructively critical
comments in this entire batch of almost two hundred comments.
Three written responses were recorded under III.B wherein the
veteran was given a chance to record any change in goal since counseling:
"Am working nights at Robbins and Myers and taking bus. ad.
course at Wittenberg and am still undecided whether to hope
for promotion at R and M or drop my work for a full-time
schedule."
"Since the tests I have put more emphasis on obtaining
courses suited to my major."
"May place more emphasis on Bus. Admin, and Economics than
I originally intended (perhaps a second major)."
;
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Two of the above items give an inkling of a need for more guidance
and eure requoted and discussed in the final chapter.
JUst forty of the respondees now feel they know what their specific
vocational goal will be and six admit uncertainty. Some of those who are
uncertain might benefit by another trip to use the Center's facilities for
guidance. Three ooionents were written in the assigned place on the inquiry
form;
*"I can't say I have a definite goal, but the tests and interview
definitely helped settle the general aims."
"^y mind has definitely been made up in regards to my goal .
"
"You helped me all you could."
The following chart gives some idea of the distribution of types
of problems in which the Center might have given more assistance;
TABLE G; How Might the Center Have Helped
in & Specific Type of Guidance
Home Social Educational Vocational In Some
Problem Problem Problems Problems Other Way
1 1 13 9 4
One student-veteran felt the Center might have helped him more in a
problem at his home. Because the majority of Wittenbergers are not from
the immediate Springfield area, there are few who live at home and attend
school. Home problems do not usually aocoo^any the student who is away at
school. This might explain the fact that only one veteran-student who has
imdergone advisement felt he might have received more help in a home
problem from the Center.
A single student felt he might have been helped more in a social
problem. Educational problems that were still pressing were indicated in
thiz*teen oases, and vocational problems were outstanding in nine cases.
Four persons checked "Any other type of problem?" Only three of these took
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the effort to indicate in what other way. Here are comments written into
this portion of the fomu
”l*ve waited two months for my increase and it still hasn^t
arrived,”
"However, I did not ask for assistance in either of the
above," (But the claimant failed to indicate in what
area his problem fell.)
"Now I believe it is up to me to xnake a choice,"
Twenty-five of the recently interviewed veterans from Wittenberg
felt that the guidance offered them had thrown light on their problem while
an equal number felt they were helped moderately. In this recent group
questioned, none felt they left the Center befuddled. A single respozidee
checked the space in the inquiry form between befuddlement and moderate
assistance. These men who seem uzioertain might benefit by extended
sessions with one of the counselors. Their guidance is anything but
complete at this point.
Recently interviewed veterans indicated their estimations as to the
most important services offered by the Center. A tabxilation of what they
considered the relative importance of different services offered is
presented below.
TABLE Ht The Most Important Services Offered To Students
by the Center, According to Their Own Esfcimations
Interpretation
of Test Results
Discussion
of Goals
Review of
Specific
Qi^loyment
Prospects
Chance to
Relieve
Mind of a
Gripe
Oocup. or
Educational
Leaflets or
Catalogs
54^ 18^ 5% 5% none
(1^ did not answer this question)
The comparative in^oirtance of test results in the minds of the
veterans is indicated in the percentage of oases that said interpretation
of test results was the most valuable single service offered. Fifty-four
per cent of the checking respondees felt they got most from test
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interpretation. This is altogether too l£U*ge a percentage of student-
Toterans who feel the tests were signifioemtly in^ortant. The tests will
be put in their plaoe from now on through an in^ortant resolution made in
the concluding portion of this study.
Discussion of possible occupational or educational goals was
checked off as next most important sejTTice by the veterans.
A review of specific employment prospects eifter conpletion of
education was checked as the most useful benefit of the Center by three
interviewees. Three admitted they were given a chance to relieve their
chests of some pressing gripe and that this was the best they got from the
Center's offering. Two indicated they had benefited by interviews on
social adjustment and suggestions for help in a personality problem.
It should be noted that no veteran indicated his most beneficial
e:^erience at the Center was either "sources of occupational reading
matter" or "school suggestions or catalogs offered." Several veterans who
personally brought back their questionnaires rather than dropping them in
the mail were asked specifically if they had had a chance to look over the
school catalogs or occupational information offered by the Center. Out of
a total of seventeen who were asked this question, eleven said they had
been greatly helped by these sources of essential information. It is
known by the counselors themselves that these "paper services" have been of
inestimable help. A most recent interviewee stated to his counselor after
examination of school catalogs and occupational informations "These
booklets have helped me more than anything I ever thought I could have
gotten from this guidance you offered," TOiy the student-veterans have not
indicated on their returned questionnaires that these were beneficial
services is something that cannot be explained.
Here is a complete listing of comments made in the extended space
available for statements at the end of Section III of the inquiry*
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"The tests are yaluable to a certain extent, I was very much
surprised at the accuracy of the personality tests. They
really had me ‘pegged* as other people have said I am, and
I agree. But try to go farther into the person's life than
what the tests reveal. Discuss his whole future outlook
with him—don't just test for the field he has mentioned.
He could easily be much better in another field. Find it
and guide him to it."
(Note: This claimant had, to put it in his own words, "heard the calling
of the Lord by a tap on the shoulder." The intex*viewer was in no situation
to investigate other possibilities in his particular case. Perhaps he
feels he has been tapped for some other vocation since interview.)
"I believe the interviewer answered eyery question I asked,
thoroughly and con5)lotely. I do not believe that anyone
can give a definite answer to every problem, nor that one
can plan ahead to meet all problems. However, the information
I received from the Center should be of help in facing the
problems as they eurise."
"l visited the Center expectixig that it was all tests. I was
glad to find out the tests were just a helper in the inter-
pretation of my total problem. The talk with the counselor
which followed the tests was the most helpful part. Information
gathered, including tests, seemed to be put to excellent use
by the counselor,"
"The help the Center offered was all that could be desired.
I would recommend one addition: in order that one might
refer to results of his testing, I would suggest supplying
the examinee with a duplicate record of his percentile
scores on various tests."
"Everything went smoothly with no wedting. Every student
should have to go through it. It doesn't . solve but gets
a person on the track toward solution of his problems,"
"?lhy should veterans only have the service, especially if
it is a college function?"
"We tedked about educational plans, and then about vocational
opportunities. They seemed like separate discussions.
Although I was able to integrate our discussions, I felt
that with a little additional effort on the part of the
counselor this integration process could have been made
more clear for both of us."
"I do hope this will help in some small way in esuabling you
to make better the job being done by the V.A. Guidance Center.
You have done a fine job in the past and I am only too glad
to help you do better in the future. Aren't we giving
guidance in some way by helping you to help usT"
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"Mr. Miller both very helpful and sympathetio to my problem,"
"I would like to say that your Center has given me enough
help to go ahead with what I have planned. It has given
me a great mental satisfaction to know I have been pursuing
my college work through the right channels."
"Any limits of the Center are due to the limits of psychological
testing at the present time,"
"I feel the counselor recognized quickly ndxat I wanted and
got at the specific recommendations I had hoped for. I
wanted something constructively specific and I got it. 1
loft feeling sure what he suggested was right, and I’ve
changed my course in line with his suggestions and am more
sure I got good covinseling now than I was ^en I left the
Center,"
This last comment could be classified among those indicative of
long-range value of the Center except that this claimant had been inter-
viewed within the past few months. It sounds like some of the pre-July
students who have felt the Center’s real value has only recently become
apparent.
"I would like to suggest that the counselors explain and
handle difficulties and changes in National Service Life
Insurance so the veteran need not go to his home office.
In this respect your counseling is very deficient,"
The above remark shows the counselee did not have a clear under-
standing of what the fxmctions of the Center were. It is a possible
indication that the student feels that college faculty are responsible for
keeping files of goveznment insuremce.
"The counselor did not know what courses I had to take for
a major in Business Administration. He could have helped
me a lot had he had this information at hand."
"The coxmselor did not got at the Job possibilities within
the field I’m majoring in. I learned later that the Center
had an occupations file. I was disappointed in not having
parts of the file made available for my use."
"Why should we veterans be the only Wittenbergers privileged
to go through your excellent sexnrices? The college would
do well to run a service for all,"
Classifying the above responses it can be seen that as a single
listing of comments this list is perhaps the most helpful in suggestizig
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iB^roTaments to be made at the Center. There are among these replies
indications that the students have a real knowledge of the limits of
guidance and a full appreciation of efforts made at the Guidance Center to
carry out all angles of guidance that could be exercised. Serious
criticisms are quoted within the following chapter and it is from the
legitimate criticisms that recommended in^rovements have been built.
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CHAPTER VII.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BASED ON COMMENTS FROM THE INQUIRY FORM
This concluding chapter will consider interpretation of the chief
values derived from the questionary and will list recommendations based on
specific comments made on the inquiry form.
Any suggested in^rovaments are understood to be basic and will
only form the beginning of a long-range iiq)rovement plan which should grow
out of the fvindamental changes here suggested.
Although close to a quarter of the comments which were helpful
toward determining what improvements were to be made were drawn from the
veterans who were interviewed before last July, the chief contribution
made by these pre-July counselees was value gained in counseling vdxich was
starting to show a long-range return. True, some comments made about the
noisiness and inadequate quarters are still applicable, but the Center has
undergone widespread alteration since those comparatively early days.
These physical changes have invalidated an inestimable number of the
comments from the veteran students interviewed before July of 1947.
Some comments indicated that the claimants were now aware of the
long-range value of the Center's counseling. This is the most encouraging
news the Center could expect to receive.
"Frankly until I received this questionnaire I hadn't
thought that it was actually your guidance center which
set me on the right track, scholastically.”
"I couldn't realize it last spring, but I know now that
you did well to advise me to take education courses with
my social studies major. I now feel that the best thing
I can do with my major is to teach it. I've just done
my practice teaching and liked it immensely. I'm quite
sure pedagogy is the thing for mo."
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"Mr. Miller somehow saw far beyond what I could about my
own abilities and interests. He advised me to attend art
school rather than Wittenberg—a liberal arts institution,
I did well to change at his suggestion. Otherwise I*d
still be misfitted into too varied a curriculum when vdiat
I really want is concentration on art.”
"Dr, Ullman was vehement and almost unfriendly in his
suggestion that I change my major from education to
business administration. I resented being told so
frankly* but now I*m glad he pointed his finger at me
the way he did. In light of my Navy background especially,
I*m better suited to what I'm now heading for, Ullman
did his advising mostly on my personality. Now I see
vriiere he's right."
"Prom pre-engineer to math teaching major, I'm sure I'll
have good chance of finding job on graduation, though I
was hesitant about change ^en you suggested it,"
"My change from psych, major to history has been a good one.
Since last May when I saw you, my point average has gone up
and my worrying down. As you said, my dozen hours of psych,
can always be put to good use."
"Ify foreign langueige major lias become domestic as suggested
by counselor, I feel better now."
"Tour advice came almost too late. The quick shift from
accounting to sales emphasis helped me get the selling job
I now have and like,"
"At the counselor's suggestion I've investigated the dozen
forestry schools he listed and have definitely planned on
attending U. of Oregon. This is the school he (the counselor)
said would be best for my particular forestry interest,"
It would be extremely desirable to have another inquiry form sent
at the end of another year's operation of the Center. The personnel
already plan a cooperative effort to this end. Inquiry would then be
directed at those who underwent advisement a year or more before. Purpose
would be to ascertain as specifically as possible vdiat value they could
then see growing out of their former visit for counseling.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a re-quoting of
the starred comments from the preceding chapter and an e^qpansion on their
value toward improvement of the Center. Few comments have been purely
constructive criticism, as had been originally desired, but the teeuring
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itodd ttc aoX(2aBqx:9 rtB bxto uedgejiio 3clb6oo*iq »dd lacil adfif«ajnco boinada odd
XXa'i^A^ flood ©ttbiX adm^ijcioo i«c"i .todceO hd& to oi'^ati Jb-unyod ©fllflr
j sflxaood odd dud .boTtlaab ^cXXrflXsi-io noocf bBri e.J tflieloidlio evidou^dtu:oo
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down done by many of these oomments underlies the inqproyement proposals
outlined below.
The Center expects to celebrate a slightly belated first birthday
by carrying out as many of the following suggestions for iiqjrovement as
seem practicable.
!• Most immediately necessary ia^rovementt a conscientious effort
on the part of all personnel to keep noise in and around the test room at a
minimum. "Quiet. Testing in Process" is a sign cdready delegated to the
test room door. "Consideration for Others" signs are being designed for
the walls within the test room. The college art department has willingly
cooperated in this. One cotmselor*s office is to be removed to a space
closer to the common secretary and to a place where the counselor will no
longer be heard by people taking tests. If there is inqpojrtant business to
be talked over, the testers will leave the room, if feasible, to do the
talking. Otherwise they will not talk. In anticipation of next winter an
early requisition for an auxiliary radiator has been placed through the
college maintenance department. This is to make it possible for the door
of the inner office by the test room to be closed entirely during testing.
Before this time the door has been open for the purpose of proper heat
circulation.
The above recommendation, which has already been carried out to
some extent, has been based on the following comments accumulated from the
questionary forms returned. They are requoted from their proper comment
classification in the previous chapter:
"Suggest a bettor place or facilities to take tests without
disturbance or interruption.’**
"One of my tests was given under very noisy conditions in the
hall."
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"Lights were poor and the noise quite disturbing at times."
"HVhen I took the specified tests the person in charge was
teilking to other men taking teste and on another occasion
was continually talking to her helper in the offioe. This
was very distracting,"
"A high-pitched Limey voice was chief distiurbanoe—even
though it was behind closed doors in another offioe. 1
thought it might have been an innocent client undergoing
counseling, but I later discovered it was one of the
personnel at the Center."
"Wiile the conditions were adequate, they were not the best
for giving tests."
"it was quite noisy during one test especially,"
The following quotation from a comment indicates in an indirect way that
there might be noise in the testing room. Just as serious is a veteran*
s
statement that he felt he was not being privately interviewed:
"A few of the times there was no privacy. Others in the same
room should not hear vhat another veteran's special problems
are."
By addition of a new auxiliary radiator in the testing room the privacy of
interviewees can be assured end at the same time the testers would not be
further disturbed.
As for the above remark about inadequate lighting, no improvement
can be made in this respect. The college has installed fine fluorescent
fixtures idiich give adequate lighting at all times. There is also a large
south window in the testing room vdiioh lets in an^le quantities of natural
light. This is a solitary conq)laint about lighting and is not evidence
that something should be done about illumination.
II, Counselors need to be more specific as to the purpose of the
Guidance Center. Veterans have gone through counseling without getting
technical information as to details of National Service Life Insurance.
Several have gone through feeling this is a government service. It is
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quite essential to make clear that the Center is not in itself a government
function. The Veterans Administration itself feels that counseling done
under the college faculty is more effective than guidance done by its own
personnel. This •was the original purpose in placing the guidance centers
under the colleges. A setting forth of the purpose of the Center seems
necessary because of comments such as these:
”I*ve waited ‘two months for my increase and still it hasn't
arrived.”
"Most rapid government service yet."
"T/Hhy shouldn't the counselor see to it, because vets are
training under G. I. Bill, that the G.I.'s are getting the
Biost out of college?"
"T?hy shouldn't the office have on hand all our National Seirvice
Life Insurance records so yre wouldn't have to send -bo
Cincinnati for them?"
Although the counselors can do little directly about e3q)laining -the
functions they are not responsible for, at least they should have
established enough feeling of confidence and friendliness in the counselee
so he would have asked these questions in interview, if they -were truly
the most pressing of their problems. This leads in'to a general recommen-
dation of establishment of a better feeling of personal interest between
the counselor and the claimant. It works into the underlying necessity
for more time for the counseling process. More time would give the
counselor a chance "to establisli rapport, and -would give the counselee a
chance -bo come forth more freely with his real problems.
The counselors will henceforth make it a point to bring into •Idie
in-terview the fact that the college is responsible for the guidance done
and that the job is being done by the college for the Veterans Adminis-
tration. Upon one occasion a counselor was asked by an inber-vie-wee how
high a CAP rating he heldj Certainly it is felt a better rapport can be
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established if the claimant understands he is talking to a member of the
oollege staff rather than a government employee.
III, The purpose of tests needs to be explained more fully. Very
recently the counselors have undertaken to make a special effort to put
tests in their proper place in the mind of the interviewee. Because the
majority of time spent at the Center is necessarily spent writing test
answers* the claimant easily leaves the place with the feeling that all the
Center has offered was tests. Many veterans have entered the Center with
the question, ”Is this where I take the tests?" Much has been done to
correct the is^ression that tests are all, but still the veterans are
is^ressed with their overvdielming importance. Less time should be devoted
in consideration of each single item in the test results. More time should
be spent in relating the over-all results with the total guidance picture.
Some time should be spent in an explanation that test results are one of
several aids to the counselor in understanding the veteran. Other aids
such as the formal part of the izrtex*view and the informal talk, relevant
and apparently irrelevant, should be stressed. Other aids such as oollege
catalogs and occupational information should be used more often. A
conscientious effort should be made on the part of both counselors to off-
set the feeling that tests are all the Center has to offer.
Comments which suggest that tests should be put in their place are
here re-quoted:
"since the tests I have placed more emphasis on obtaining
courses suited to my major."
^ "I can’t say I have a definite goal, but the tests helped
to settle the general aim,"
"Tests have set me on the right track."
"Tests more or less confirmed conclusions I had arrived at
,
for myself,"
"io 'ioJioca. H oa a-t ^ aJbai^ia'ifjbnw ctrtwtiaio ‘>ti& 11
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iy« The time spent in explaining test results should include a
oleeu: 6uid thorough e^qplanation as to the purpose of tests. Too many
misinterpretations of results aire still apparent. Students leave the
Center and quote their own IQ scores. The Center does xiot have I.Q. *s
available. The counselors have been careful not to use the e:q>ression IQ,
and have often told students that scores given on mental aptitude tests
were not I.Q. 's. Counselors should contizme to stress this fact, and
should be more careful that every student undergoing counseling is given
essential information about the type of test score given out. Scores
quoted to the students are percentile scores. Such scores, if quoted as
Intelligence Quotients, are anything but oon5)limentary. Further explanatioai
on tests, such as the differences in types given, are essential if the
student is not to leave the Center with inadequate stories of his testing. .
Few comments made by veterans indicate that these claimants have taken all
tests given into consideration. Many mistaken conceptions in tests are due
to ignorance of nomenclature. Many students have not 8q>parently known what
was being measured in certain tests. Such conclusions can be reached from
the following comments quoted from questionnaires:
”l think the tests can be pretty well swayed the way the
applicant wants them.” (This would be true only of interest
and personality tests. These are taken into consideration,
but are not by any means eill the tests given.)
”The interest tests were inadequate in that I was interested
in taking a series of intelligence tests.” (Under no circum-
stances have interest tests alone been given. A single
intelligence test, if any at all, seems adequate. Because
a student wanted a "series of intelligence tests” is no
reason to believe he got them.)
”I did not feel all tests were explained, only those results
favorable to my own chosen goal."
"I was glad to know my I.Q. adviser never had it handy."
"The high I.Q. you showed me I had has made me know I could do
better work. It has had a direct reaction on my grades—to
the good.”
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"You told me my I.Q. of 87 was good; in measurements class I
learned it wasn*t so hot."
Suggestions number three and four may seem contradictory. The
basic problem is one of stress. Uore time should be spent in explaining
the value of test results understandably. Tim© should be spent in
emphasizing that tests are not everything at the Center. Less time should
be spent in covering the test technicalities that are not too relevant to
the student *s particular situation. This is ~what is meant to be suggested
by the two Roman numeralled suggestions three and four.
Closely related to the problem of unbalanced emphasis on tests is
the problem of use of the facilities at hand, other than test results, for
guidance along educational and vocational lines. These emphases will be
treated separately, then a third item for is^rovement will be an
integration of the two.
V. A more careful study of the “Wittenberg College major and minor
requirements by the counselors, together yrith a conscientious building of
a library of college catalogs—e^eoially on the graduate level. Although
it has been the prime duty of the faculty adviser system at Wittenberg to
counsel all students into the proper courses for their majors and their
minors, many student veterans have sought another person* s counsel as to
proper ooxurses to be taken. This has mostly been in the form of auxiliary
assistance. College instructors are not trained in the ways of guidance.
Lower-class students are not always assigned to faculty advisors who know
the field the student hopes to major in. Faculty members are often too
crowded in their own schedules to do a thorough job of counseling for each
of their assignees. For some it is an unpleasant extra-curricular task
aa”*!© w^^aoc;;,*iiiu«e)a d zuw T3 *io .''*.1 yrir ocj 6Xo^ uoY**
'*.#Cil 00 cf»na«v,' d-i f>fiyCi*i/i*X
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that takes up time In which they had planned something else. Because the
counselors at the Guidance Center are supposed to be all-round counselors^
they should be well acquainted with the college graduation requirements and
be able to offer assistance in a number of graduate fields or transfer
institutions.
With a suggested change in course from the counselor, it would be
most appropriate to outline a program of subjects for the veteran. This
could be done with a real acquaintance of the Wittenbex^ Bulletin on the
part of the counselor.
The proposal for more effective service, educationsdly, includes
addressing penny postals to all Ohio and Indiana trade and specialty
schools and all universities offering graduate schools, also all recognized
engineering, dental, medical and law schools in the country. This list
will be compiled by the Center's secretary from Good's College Guide .
^
These schools will be asked for copies of their general catalogs. Hitherto
the counselors have had on hand the school catalogs of institutions tdxioh
students have thought they might wish to transfer to and to which the
Center was obliged to write for current btilletins. The Center is already
on the mailing lists of several colleges. Good's Guide has been put to
excellent use, but the catalogs themselves would be more useful. One of
the conments below indicates that the Center did not evaa possess a copy of
the Wittenberg catalog. The college was extremely short of any catalogs at
one time last summer and the ootmselors actually did not have any up-to-
date informtion to offer student counselees about their own campus. This
was not immediately the fault of the Center itself, and a phone call
brought in information desired through the registrar.
^Good, Carter V. , A Guide to Colleges, Universities, and
Professional Schools in the I^ni^ed States , .ameri^oan Council on Education,
Washington, D.C««
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Some of the lack of educational guidance material at this Center
has been due to the previous and original emphasis on assistance to the
average Public Law
=ff=16 case who« usually, was a farm boy from some
contingent county or someone who wished. on>the<-Job training in a trade.
The sudden influx of student advisees in September caught the Center off
guard, though no strenuous effort has been made since that time to build
a genuine and usable library of catalogs.
Here are conments culled from all the returned inqpilry forms which
have been especially helpful in developing this particular suggestion for
ix^rovement
:
**The counselor didn*t know the courses I had to take for a
major in business administration. He could have helped me
a lot if he had had this information at hand,”
”But they could go one step farther by assisting in schedule
arrangements for major and minor subjects--something my
assigned faculty adviser seems incapable of doing.”
”At the time I visited the Center for counsel on college
courses the guidance man didn*t even have a Wittenberg
oatadog to consult.”
By way of summary of steps to be taken under this educational
guidance improvement, it should be brought out that (1) the counselors
should become thoroughly acquainted with the Wittenberg College catalog,
and (2) they should inmiediately take steps for a large e3q>ansion of their
own library of college catalogs. A third step might be takent to gain a
knowledge of the exact requirements for acceptance in certain medical
schools and engineering institutions, law schools and schools of dentistry
so that students will have some reliable information ae to their ohanoes
of entry and what they have to go through in transition from these schools
into their occupation—bar exams# acoeptemce by the American Medical
Association, etc.
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YI» A more oareful and Intensive study and use of the excellent
occupational library and files provided by the Veterans Administration.
The files and library have been slighted* sometimes because of too close
scheduling of interviews with the counselor and sometimes because the rules
set down by the goverment side of the Center prohibited removal of any
portion of the files or library from the single office where these helps
were kept. A veteran student could not take a booklet or loonograph to his
room for study. He had to do all his investigation in the conqjaratively
noisy and public central office.
One suggestion has been made by a member of the Center personnel:
with funds allotted the Center from the college a subscription to one of
the SRA occupational information services should be established. This
would (1) give the college part of the Center a library and files of its
own to do with whatever the counselors saw fit, and (2) build up something
tangible in anticipation of any possible withdrawal of the Veterans
Administration. If the V.A. should withdraw—and anything could happen in
a year of high political consciousness—the college itself would be
equipped at least to start its own guidance work.
A thorough understanding of the use of all parts of the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles would help considerably in e:q>lanation of specific
tasks within occupational fields. One of the counselors has had thor<xigh
instruction in this set of valuable government books. Both might benefit
by instruction from the one who has studied the book to the one less
familiar with it.
(
Here are the comments pertinent to the in5)rovements suggested along
occupational infomation lines:
"The counselor did not got to the base of my problem because
of lack of knowledge about a highly specialized field."
r
« V -o'
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"Little stress placed on specific en^loyment prospects. Maybe
nobody knows my particular field,"
"The counselor did not get at the ;)ob possibilities within the
field I*m majoring in. I learned later that the Center had
an occupations file, I was disappointed in not having parts
of the file made available for my use,"
VII. An integration of the different phases of guidance offered--
espeoially eduoation&d and occupational. It is obvious from the comments
of the questioned veteran-students that the counselors should, in their
summsury of advisement, be careful to draw together plans discussed in order
to render into an integrated whole all phases of the counseling.
Educational guidance does not stand alone, nor does the vocational angle
support itself. Several advisees have shown the counselors vhere, although
several types of plans were discussed, the advisement was hardly con5)lete
because these phases were not drawn together and integrated. This should
be a part of the final remarks of the counselor, Nothing much can be
suggested except that the counselors both become conscious of this
important finishing touch to the procedure. To leave out such an
integration is comparable to the salesman vdio does well until he tries to
close the sale, but then doesn*t know Just what to say. It is dangerous
to go farther in any con5>arison between a salesman and counselor.
Here are comments offered by studenbs idiich have contributed to
this particular suggestion. They are superior pieces of comment in that
they seem to do more than suggest in a round-about way Just -what the
particular failing of the Center is that they refer to*
"We talked about educational plans, and then about vocational
opportunities. They seemed like separate discussions.
Although I was able to integrate our * discussions* myself,
I felt that with a little additional effort on the part of
the counselor this integration process could have been made
more clear for both of us,"
OiSv,\i ,a^©e<^o*tg oifitoeqa no 6ooaIq eBeid-a oic^d-£,l"
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”Eduoational plans were discussed at length, I should like to
have heard more about -wdiat vocation my education was heading
me for. The counselor showed me some literature on vooatiozis,
but there was no attempt to pull together the courses I was
taking and relate them to the jobs I might be heading for.”
This can be summarized by restating that the counselors should both
resolve to be more careful about correlating remarks educational and
vocational toward leaving a good last impression with the counselee.
VIII. Several serious comments have been made about the lack of
personal interest taken by some of the personnel at the Center, This is an
ailment which is difficult to correct because of a vagueness apparent in
the comments themselves. It would have helped considerably had the veteran
students, suggesting that there was lack of personal interest, told just
where and how this interest was lacking. One suggestion for improvement of
a feeling of personal concern has already been discussed: the problem of
unnecessary noise elimination. Certainly if the personnel make a
conscientious effort to maintain an atmosphere of quiet, there will be a
feeling on the part of the veterans that this is not just an assembly-line
performance.
Another possible solution to the lack of feeling of personal
attention would be more encouragement for the veteran to make a return
engagement. "You might point at the welcome mat as you di^issed us out
the door," one veteran said vidien he brought his filled-out inquiry form in
person. The criticism of lack of personal interest takes on double
seriousness when it is considered that some veterans who, according to
their comments, still needed guidance, did not think to return to the
Center for this guidance. There must have been the feeling that the Center
had done all it could during the one or two sessions with the counselor.
An immeasurable part of this reluctance to return may be tied up with the
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feeling on the part of the claimant that the Center is still a part of the
government-run Veterans Administration, and that they’ll “have no more truck
with the government."
Veterans have not always been told they were welcome back. It may
have slipped the counselor’s mind to suggest that the counselee is always
welcome. Little en^hasis has been placed on the fact that guidance is a
continuous process eind that a conqpletely satisfactory piece of counseling
can rarely be performed in a single session. The counselors themselves
feel that they have done the most satisfactory job of counseling vrith boys
who have voluntarily put in a second and unscheduled appearance. Some have
discovered the full value of the occupational library and others have found
the catalog of the college they are interested in on the desk of the
counselor. The counselor had ordered the catalog after completion of the
first session with this man. This fact alone should make any counselee
feel that there was a personal interest taken in him as an individual.
Specific comments -nhich refer by name to this lack of personal
interest are here listed:
"Not necessarily personally interested, but doing the job
they were supposed to do well,"
"Not much personal interest, though."
"I felt they worked because it was their duty,"
"The counselor seemed to be in a huxury."
Eemarks made on returned inquiry forms idiioh indicate specifically
that a return session would be beneficial are these:
"M working nights at R & M and taking business administration
course at Wittenberg and am. still undecided whether to hope
for promotion at R & M or drop work for a full-time schedule
at school,"
"Three or four oojaferences would have been more meaningful than
the two I had,"
"Tour guidance seemed incomplete. It left me up in the air."
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The past two chapters are full of oomnents which might suggest that
a return visit might trim the ragged edges from an apparently unsatisfac-
tory and rough piece of guidance.
The Guidance Center can do one piece of constructive yroiic to
encourage a retuz*n of these and others who feel their guidance showed lack
of personal interest and signs of incompleteness. It is even now planning
a printed postal to be sent to all Wittenbergers who have undergone
guidance. It is a return invitation for any additional guidance help a
student may feel he needs. This will be with the hope that some of those
vho were dissatisfied would return with a slight postal prodding.
It seems appropriate that this "personal interest” element should
be referred to toward the conclusion of this discussion of resolved
recommendations. All items cited for possible in^rovement have to do
basically with the amount of personal interest shown.
IX. ^ way of eaqpanding the services offered by the Center to make
them valuable to a college student at the most impressionable and helpful
time of his college work, the Center should enoomrage freshmen and
sophomores, dxuring their orientation period in school, to undergo
cotinseling. This would have to be done through the proper administrative
authorities within Wittenberg College. Too many students have indicated
in their critical remarks of the Center that their guidance came too late,
"Flares” should be sent up by the Center to students just starting in
engineering and medical courses that these fields will be very crowded by
tl» time they finish schooling. An over-all study of the inqxiiry forms
shows that students who had undergone guidance procedure within their first
four semesters at college were those who derived greatest value-
suggestions it was not too late to put to pjractice.
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One veteran- student has suggested that all loiierolassBien should
undergo the counseling offered. ”Vlhy should veterans only have the servioci^
especially if it is a college function?” This is an excellent goal to
anticipate. It is part of the eventual picture of establishing the
government-supported Center as an independent function of the college
itself. It is something to be planned with care. This cannot, however, be
an immediate function of the Center. An even dozen non-veteran students at
Wittenberg have already been through the Center at the suggestion of the
dean. They were “extras” squeezed into the appointment schedule. The
Center is not at present adequately manned for any more coxmseling than
ydiat is arranged for it through the Veterans Administration office. The
veterans of coxirse get first choice, because the financial burden of
supporting the Center is now taken by the government. Through the presence
of the Center on campus it is inevitable that the College see the value of
such individual counseling procedure and improve its own service through
eventual adoption of the Guidance Center under its own wing. Until this is
done there can be no definite step taken toward (1) catching all student-
veterans vhile they are still underclassmen or (2) making the guidance
services available to all students whether or not they served with the
armed forces.
Comments made on the inquiry forms vdiich have supported the above
discussion are these:
"Counseling undergone first semester of senior year; I could
have profited by it three years earlier,"
"Everything went smoothly with no waiting. Every student should
have to go through it. It doesn't solve but gets a person on
track toward solution of his problem,"
"TIVhy should we veterans be the only TiTittenbergers privileged
to go through your excellent services? The college would do
well to irun a service for all,”
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"Why should veterans only have the service, especially if it
is a college function?"
"When I went through your Center, it was too late to change my
college major. The counselor had to talk over a program which
was o^y a compromise on what I should have had from the start.
guidance came too late."
"I did not seek guidance soon enough for it to be beneficial to
^ - Itme.
Though the Center cannot include "guidance for all" in its
I
immediate resolutions, it can try, through an appeal to the administration
of the college, to guide students vdio have not gone too far to make
necessary changes in major and minor fields, if necessary.
Here is, as concluding portion of this chapter and paper, a review
of the in5)rovements resolved:
I. Create a quieter atmosphere for tests by (A) inqpressing all
personnel of the in^ortanoe of a noiseless environment around the testing
room; (B) forbidding all talking except to testees themselves vrithin the
test room; (C) posting appropriate hush signs at strategic places both
inside and outside the test room.
II. Make clear the purpose of the Center to all inteirviewees. The
common misconception that the Center is a government-run function must be
eliminated. A carefully formed but brief explanation from the interviewer
to the claimant should make this clear.
III. Clarify the value of testing. Put the tests in their proper
place as a part of the total guidance picture rather than as the feature
production of the Center.
17. Be specific in Interpretation of test results. Eliminate the
notion that the I.Q. is given out to the student or that all tests are I.Q.
tests. Simplify the explanation of results so that the student understands
all the counselor has told him.
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7. Require a oonsoientious study by counsellors of the Wittenberg
Ck>llege covirse schedule requirements and build a useful libreo*y of college
catalogs. In improving educational guidance facilities the counselors
should also become thoroughly acquainted with entry rules of the Anerican
Medical Association azid idmerican Dental Association as well as become
acquainted with the state bar examination regulations.
71. Adopt a more frequent and careful use by the counselors of the
excellent occupational library and files provided by the 7eterans Adminis-
tration. The college Center should provide itself with a subscription to
one of the SRA occupational information services (A) so this information
will be at finger-tips of counselors; (B) so the college guidance set-up
will be better prepared to carry on in case the 7. A. should withdraw its
support. Coimselors should also be more aware of the value of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and especially of the helpful tomes
beyond volume one.
7II. Resolve that the counselors be more careful about correlating
remarks educational auad vocational toward forming a well-defined guidance
picture for each intenriewee
.
7III. Make the entire service more personalized by dusting off the
"Come Again" mat and by general application of all the above-listed
recommendations udiich are fundamentally related to "personal service."
H. Persuade the controlling forces of Wittenberg administration that
guidance should be done during the orienting years of a student *s college
course; get these students through guidance while they still can readjust
their courses, if necessary, to fit their expressed desires, personality,
aptitudes and mental abilities. Certainly the most effective educational
and vocational guidance can be done on students -vdiile they are freshmen or
sophomores.
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A reooinmendation not numberadj but one which is brought into the
beginning of the chapter, concerns development of a questionary to deter-
mine the long-range value of the Wittenberg College Guidance Center. This
is not included in the list of resolved immediate in^rovements as it will
be too early, at least until another year passes, to evaluate long-range
effectiveness of the Center.
It is through recognition of the value of all comments from the
inquiry form and the adoption of all the suggestions developed from the
comments that guidance at the Wittenberg College Center can come closer
to being a matter of helping people help themselves.
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^ITTENIBERG COJLJLEGE
FOUNDED IN 1645
SFIEIINGFlllElLnP, (DIHUldD
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION GUIDANCE CENTER
January 1948
Dear Veteran and Wittenberger
:
To help us give the best possible service to veterans
coining to us for advice we earnestly request you to
answer as many as you can of the following questions.
We would be glad to see you again at the Center if you
wish to bring your questionnaire here in person. If
this is not convenient, you can drop the filled-out form
in the mail using the enclosed stamped and addressed en-
velope
.
Your cooperation will be of great value to the Center
in its efforts to assist other veterans.
; j
Veterans’ Counsellor
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ITOIRY FOm{ CONCERNING YOUR EXPERIENCE V/ITH THE VETERi.NS
i\DMINISTRATION GUIDANCE CENTER AT V/ITTENBERG COLLEGE
Your first contact with the Guidance Center was your appointment to be
counselled. Later you had the preliminary interview vjith the counsellor.
Here are some questions concerning your reception and interview.
(Please, throughout, circle the number before your answer).
A, Did you come to the Guidance Center
1. At the suggestion of your faculty adviser or dean?
2. Out of curiosity?
3 . On your own accord because you thought the Center could help you
with a problem?
A* Because one of your instructors suggested it?
5, Because you are interested in psychology?
6, At the suggestion of a friend?
7, For any other reason?
B. (Please circle your answer) Did you make your original appointment
with a minimum of difficulty? YES NO
Comment
:
C. Did you feel you did an undue amount of waiting for any part of the
processing? YES NO
Comment
D. Did you feel the personnel at the Center welcomed you cordially and
were genuinely interested in your problem? YES NO
Comment
E, Did you feel you were ”at ease" at the Center so you could talk freely
with the counsellor? YES NO
Comment
F. Did you feel the counsellor gave enough of an explanation about the
tests before you took them so you knew what they were all about?
YES NO
Comment
;
(c
II, On the basis of interview you may have been given certain tests. Then
you talked over test results and discussed your problem with the
counsellor,
A. Did you feel the tester gave you enough personal attention so you
were not a part of an '’assembly line?" YES NO
B. Did you feel you were being given tests under the quietest and best
conditions possible? YES NO
C. Did you think the tests were (encircle number of right answer)
1, Of great value; 2. Of some value; 3. Of little value,
D. Did you feel that the counsellor gave you enough time? YES NO
E. (Check one answer) Did you feel the counsellor got to the base of
your problem ( ) or did you believe the interview itself was
inadequate and superficial ( )?
Any comments on any of the above five statements:
III. TPffi TOTAL EFFECTIVENESS OF Tffi CENTER ATTO ITS V/ORTH W LIGHT OF YOUR
PRESENT PLANS ,
A. Are your studies directed toward the occupational goal or goals
suggested and worked out betvjeen you and the counsellor at this
Center? YES NO
Comment
:
B. If you have changed your ideas as to your goal since the conference,
please tell briefly what changes have been made and what you now
plan to have as your college major.
C. Are you undecided as to your goal? YES NO
Comment
D. In your opinion might the Center have offered you more assistance in
1, Home problems, 2. Social problems, 3« Educational adjustment.
4. Relations to your community, 5. Vocational plans,
6, Any other way
, |; > V
i
Ill, E. Do you now think the Guidance Center
1,
Threw light on your problems? 2, Helped you moderately?
3# Completely befuddled you so you don’t know vjhich v/ay you are
going?
F. The particular service or services which seemed of most value
(circle one or more)
1, Lnterpretation of test results by the counsellor,
2, Discussion of possible educational or vocational goals,
3, Sources of occupational reading material offered by the Center,
4, Review of specific employinent prospects after completion of
education,
5, School suggestions or catalogs offered,
6, A chance to relieve your chest of some pressing problem or gripe.
7, Any other
Any additional help the Center might have offered? Any changes you
would recommend, not included in the questions above? If so, please
use this space, plus the other side of the sheet if necessary, for
comment
:
Notice that we are not asking for your name on this form. Hovjever, for
tabulation of certain results we would like to know the following few bits
of information;
How many semesters have you completed at ViTittenberg or in any college?
Your present age? V/hat major field of studies are you planning to enter
or are you now pursuing?
Thank you for spending time in filling out this questionnaire. If you will
return it quickly to the Veterans Administration Guidance Center it will mean
more immediate action toward bettering our service to the veterans who are
our clients.
•»*
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
Rehabilitation Form 1903
Revised Nov. 1946
Reg. Office
Center
VOCATIONAL ADVISEMENT RECORD
I. INDIVIDUAL SURVEY
Name Part VII VH! C-No
Home Address Phone No.
Address Until Phone No.
Date entered active service Date of separation
Sex Race Date of birth Place of birth
Age Marital status (S, M, W, D, Sep.) Social Security No
A. FAMILY STATUS
1. Dependents: Father
,
Mother
,
Number of dependent children
,
Others
2. Number of persons living in the same house with veteran: Children
,
Parents —
,
Brothers
,
Sisters
Others
3. Occupations and Education of relatives. (See Manual I, A, 3.)
Relationship Age Principal occupation Education completed
4.
How many of the first 18 years did veteran live with his parents
,
^Mother
,
Father
,
elsewhere
B. PRESENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS (Preference for Employment or for Training)
1. (a) Employed Job Employer
2. (a) Unemployed Prefers immediate employment to training. Yes No —
.
(6) Employed but desires change of employment without training
,
with training
(c) Reason
3. If claimant prefers employment, types of jobs he believes himself now able to do.
() (c)
() (d) ......
4. Results of contacts by or on behalf of claimant to secure employment
5. Jobs or tasks which claimant says his service-connected disability
—
() Precludes:
() Limits: ..
6. Does the claimant believe that because of his disability he needs training in order to succeed in a suitable occupation? Yes
No Reason for this belief (claimant's own statements)
(Form 1902, Page 1)
16—i2203-2
C. EDUCATION
1. Name and Location or School When AttendedFrom— To
—
Grade or Class
Completed
Year Graduated
Degree, If Any
Major Dept, or
Course
Source of Infor-
mation (See item 4)
Grammar
High.... ..
f’ollege or university :
Preparatory or vocational
Correspondence nr other
Course Extent Com-
pleted
In-Service, ASTP, V-12, etc
Date Gradu-
ated and Rat-
ing
2.
Previous State or Federal vocational rehabilitation. Place, course, dates and extent of completion
3.
Previous apprenticeship training. Place, course, dates and extent of completion
4. Sources of Information. Record in last vertical column after each school above whether transcript of records, teacher’s state-
ment, periodic reports, claimant’s statement, or other.
5. Interest and accomplishment in school subjects.
School subjects Grammar school High school College Other school {specify)
Liked best -
,
Liked least - -
Highest grades
Lowest grades
6. Foreign languages. Indicate language and insert under proper caption, “Excellent,” “Good,” or “Fair”.
Language Reads Speaks Understands
7.
Extra-curricular activities, extent of success and length of participation
8.
Reasons for leaving school and conditions which limited educational opportunities
D. PRESENT INTERESTS, AVOCATIONS, HOBBIES.
1. Subject matter for reading _
2. Avocation or hobby
3. Sports and games
4. Social activity
(State the veteran’s preference in each and extent of participation.
(Form 1902, Page 2) 16-42203-2
E. WORK HISTORY AND VOCATIONAL OUTLOOK
1. Juvenile Work Experience .—Include work of occupational significance done for parents and others during school year and
vacations
2. Employment Experience .—
(a) Jobs held Prior to Service: (Sec Manual I, E, 2 and limit to 5 year period.)
' (la) Title — Dates. Weekly pay
Name and address
of employer
Duties Code No.
(2a) Title Dates Weekly pay
Name and address
of employer
(3a) Title Dates Weekly pay
Name and address
of employer
(b) Jobs held Since Separation from. Service: (See Manual I, E, 2.)
(16) Title Dates Weekly pay
Name and address
of employer
Duties
(26) Title Dates Weekly pay
Name and address
of employer
(c) Insert the number of appropriate reason for leaving after each job title above; (1) Didn’t like employer or supervisor
(2) Didn’t like work (3) Change of residence (4) Higher wages (5) To enter service (6) Other, specify
(d) Summarize significant statements made by the claimant concerning employment experience.
/
3.
In-Service Experience Having Occupational Significance: (See Manual I, E, 3.)
Organization Rank Kind of work No. of months
(Form 1902, Page 3)
16-42203-2
4. Vocational Outlook .
—
(a) Kind of employment claimant would have pursued if he had not entered service and how he would have prepared for it
(6) Claimant prefers job in which he would work alone , with others but independently , in cooperation with
others —
(c) Occupations which the claimant desires to have considered as employment objectives for which he may be trained.
Occupations suggested by claimant Claimant's reasons for each
(d) Claimant’s statement, if any, as to whether he feels his disability will make it difficult to pursue training or employment
having special regard to the above objectives. —
F. CLAIMANT’S CERTIFICATE AND SIGNATURE
*1. I hereby authorize the Veterans Administration to release to any person, institution or establishment such information re-
garding me, including that relating to my disability, as is considered by Veterans Administration officials to be needed by
such persons or establishments for the purpose of developing or carrying out arrangements for my training or employment.
2. I, the undersigned claimant, hereby certify that I *(have read) (have had read to me) all the questions regarding which I
was requested to supply any information on this form and all the answers to such questions, and I further certify, under penalty
of perjury for any false statement made by me with deceit or fraudulent intent, that all the information supplied by me and
embodied in the answers is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature
Claimant.
G. DATA REGARDING ABILITIES, APTITUDES, ETC.
1. Results of Objective Tests.—Record the data derived from objective tests on “Test Record and Profile Chart,” Form 1902 c, and
attach it to Form 1902, together with any significant observations noted by the examiner. Indicate here the papers attached:
(a) Form 1902 c
;
(b) Educational transcript ; (c) Others (specify)
2. Statements by claimant, employers or others regarding claimant’s abilities, and sustained interest in preparing for employ-
ment. (If advising at V. A. Hospital, take pertinent data from Medical Form 2614-L.)
3. Interviewer's Comment.—Record the interviewer’s observations and impressions of the claimant in general and note particularly
his attitude, facilit;'^ of expression, ambitions, emotional stability, etc.
Signatures
(Vocational Appraiser) (Date) (V. A. Vocational Adviser)
If additional space is required for any item, attach sheet andenumber items
• Delete item 1 if the claimant objects to release of information, and delete Inapplicable words in item 2.
Date
(Form 1902, Page 4)
16—42203-2
Regional office
Guidance center ....
CERTIFICATE C—VOCATIONAL COUNSELING RECOMMENDATIONS—PART VIII
(Not to be used as authority for enrollment)
Name C-No.
This is to certify that the above-named claimant, having been found eligible for education or training under Part VIII
of Veterans Regulation 1 (a), as amended by Public Law 346, Seventy-eighth Congress, and Public Law 268, Seventy-ninth
Congress, has, at his request, been given educational and vocational guidance and that the counseling procedure has resulted
in the recommendations set forth below in accordance with significant information contained in the Vocational Advisement
Record
:
(a) Employment objectives recommended:
Dictionary Titles Code Nos.
(b) Other recommendations re: Schools, courses, training, etc.
Check which
:
(1) The above objectives are not listed in order of preference and the veteran understands that he may choose his
own objective, and may attend any approved training facility which will accept him.
(2) The above recommendations are made in considering a change of course and are acceptable to the veteran
as his education and training plan.
Veteran, Applicant for Education or Training. Vocational Adviser.
Chief, Education and Training Section,
or designate.
Chief, Advisement and Guidance Section,
or designate.
(Date)
Note.—After executing this certificate attach it to Form 1902b-l. A copy may be furnished to the claimant.
VA FORM
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